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Weather Forecast
vFair with local thunder
storms tonight or
Thursday

EXCL

WILSON SUGGESTS
RECOGNli ION OF
HUERTA

at least during the first part of the
conference.
Diaz Visits San Diego
San Diego, Cal., July 30. Before
his departure this afternoon for Los
Angeles, General Felix Diax, special
envoy of Mexico to Japan, announced
that he would visit other Pacific
coast cities on his way north to Van-
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AGREED TO CONSIDER COSTS
TO MAKE NO CHANGE
Washington, July 30. Upon assur-

HE SAYS THEY

FAILED

TO

CON-

SIDER PRODUCTION CHARGES
ance by Postmaster General Burleson
not
HERE AND ABROAD
further
parwould
change
that he
cel post regulations until present rates
ran lie more thoiouhly tested, the
seriate postofflce committte today In- PROTECTION IS ELIMINATED
definitely postponed action on Senator
Bryan's resolution to annul the post IF IT EXISTS IN ANY SCHEDULE,
master general's power to change rates
IT IS
SOLON DECLARES,
and sizes of mailable packages.
THERE BY ACCIDENT

Washington, July 30. Ambassador CASTHO REPORTED
Henry Lane Wilson advocated a restricted recognition of the Huerta
government in Mexico at a secret
conference with the senate foreign
relations committee today, but the
senators took no action.
PRESIDENT OF VENEFORMER
The details of his plans were not
ZUELA SAID TO HAVE LANDdivulged at the time, but some of the
ED THERE WITH ARMY
republican senators said the ambassador made a favorable impression,
Willemsted. Curacoa, July 30. Rum-- ,
not necessarily as to his plan, but ors
have reached here that the town of
as to his whole story of events in
Coro, in the state of Falcon, VeneMexico.
has been occupied by partisans
Chairman Bacon announced at the zuela,
of Ciprlano Castro, and that General
conclusion of the meeting that the
Leon Jurado, governor of Falcon, has
committee had been unable toi finish
been taken prisoner by them. It is
with Ambassador Wilson and that
said
that Castro landed in Venezuela
he would be heard again tomorrow.
yesterday.
said
Senator HitchcocK, democrat,
The political situation in Venezuela
he had beea "very favorably impressis generally
regarded as critical.
ed."
Senator Shively said the ambassa- Scores of Important personages have
been imprisoned.
dor- had made an interesting stateMexican
with
ment of his connection
Colombia Hears of Strife
affairs; Senator William Alden femith
Colombia,' July 30. Active
Bogota,
said he had been highly Impressed
in1 Venezuewith "the candor, thoroughness and revolutionary movements
of
la
the
invasion
that
and;
country sicharacter of the statement."
on the
at
various
multaneously
points
to
declined
Wilson
Ambassador
make any statement, declaring he was Colombian frontier by adherents of
under an oath of secrecy with the former President Ciprlano Castro are
committee. He turned over a mass reported by the newspapers here. The
of documents to an employe of the Colombian government is observing
state department, and went to lunch complete neutrality.
with members of the senate commitPAYS RECORD PRICE
s
tee,
London, July 30. The record price
At the conclusion of a theie-hou- r
examination, members of the commit- of $250,000 was paid today for the
tee said the ambassador had been horse Prince Palatine, winner of the
asked in detail as to his own connec- Ascot gold cup, by J. B. JoeL the
tion with the downfall of Madero, but South African millionaire. A proviso
T.
they insisted his presentation of facts was made by his former owner,
and his connection with them had Pilkington, that the horse should not
leave Great Britain. , ,The previous
been "favorably received."
The ambassador expressed his own record price for a thoroughbred horse
opinion in favor of recognition of the was $196,875 for Flying Fox.
Huerta government, but the proposal
did not meet approval from the majority of the committee. Before Mr. CAMiNETTI AND DIOfiS
Wilson finished bis story, senators led
him through a rigid
PROTEST- - INNObENCE
Republican senators declared the
ambassador had made a "favorable impression."
MEN AC'CUSED OF VIOLATING
The committee took ho formal acWHITE SLAVE' ACH ARE ARtion on any phase of the'Mexican sitRAIGNED IN COURT
uation. No program of American action was outlined, further than the
San Francisco, July 30. Maury
suggestions of Ambassador Wilson for Diggs and Drew Caminetti, both young
a restricted recognition of the Huerta men of social prominence, pleaded not
government. On this the committea guilty today before Judge Van Vleet
did not act.
,
in the United States district court to
Ambassador Wilson conferred with violation of the Mann act, by which
the senate foreign relations commit- congress made it a felony to transtee In executive session today, givport women from one state to anothing his views on the Mexican situat- er for immoral purposes. Both deion.- It was evident that the
fendants were in court.
ors had been keenly looking forward
The charges are: First, that Diggs
information from the and Caminetti
to first-hanconspired to violate the
embassador. The conference began act
Marsha Warringtransporting
by
promptly at the hour set. Secretary ton and Lola Norris from Sacramento,
Bryan was not present.
Calif., to Reno, Nevada; and second:
Ambassador, Wilson began with a that they did so violate the act.
chronological recital of his personal
Judge Van Vleet set August 5 as the
observations of the stirring events
for trying Diggs on the second
date
in Mexico, heginning at the abdicain addition Diggs is charged
charge;
tion of Porfirio Diaz, and. spoke at
with Charles B. Harris of Sacjointly
and
length of the downfall of Madero
ramento, his attorney, with conspirthe rise of Huerta. The committee
to suborn perjury in preparing his
was disposed to let the ambassador acy
tell his story in his own way, and for defense.
Demurrers to.all the indictments,
more than two hours he continued an
were
imposed by Robert Devlin, formalmost unbroken narration, interruptdistrict attorney here, ar
federal
ed occasionally by a question from erly
for the defense.
counsel
chief
some senator.
Roche, president of the
Theodore
of
secrecy
Extraordinary Injunction
was placed on all senators In the San Francisco police commission and
of
conference, but It was evident that chief prosecutor, by appointment
the committee was listening atten- Attorney General McReynolds, argued
e
against the demurrers, all of which
tively and that no disposition to
court overruled.
the
ambassadordeveloped
the

JOB

Washington, July 30. Charging that
democratic leaders have broken their
tariff promises, made to the working
people of New England before the last
national election, Senator George P.
McLean of Connecticut assailed the
Underwood-Simmons
bill in the senate
today.
Recounting the campaign in Connecticut, directed particularly against
Representative Ebenezer Hill of the
ways and means committee, Senator
McLean quoted from speeches by Majority Leader Underwood, Secretary
of Commerce Redfield, Representative
Reily and Governor S. E. Baldwin,
whom he quoted as assuring the mill
workers that the democratic tariff
would look after the differences in
cost of production here and abroad.
"The protection democrats have
tried to compromise with the free
trade democrats, and this, of course, is
impossible," Senator McLean continued. "You cannot compromise with
arithmetic or
If 2ff per
cent does not protect, ten per cent
will not protect. My complaint is that
the democratic party has broken its
sacred promise to the people of Connecticut. This I have shown from
the lips of those democrats who alone
had authority to do the promising. If
adequate protection is found in any
iate contained in this bill, It is there
by accident only."
-

MEMORIAL FOR EMPEROR
Tokio, July 30. All Japanese today joined In a service for the
late Emperor Mutsuhito, who died a
year ago.
The young Emperor' Yoshihito at-

tended a service at the palace while
thousands of citizens went to Aoyama,
where a temporary chapel was erected
on the open iTound on which the funeral of the late emperor was hid last
autumn.
The function comprised the offering of "sacred food by ritualists,
while a "shinto" orchestra
played
plaintive music. - After an impressive
pause the chief ritualist, attired in
ancient robes, prayed to the spirit of
the dead monarch, and the mayor of
Tokio read an address. The period
of national mourning ends tomorrow.
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HINEBS' FEDERATION
OPERATORS, FOR THIS REASON,
OBJECT TO CONFERRING
WITH GOVERNOR

d

.

6ross-examin-

-

Calumet, Mich., July 30. A crucial
incident in the copper mine strike
was scheduled for development today, the operators having been asked
by General P. L. Abbey to consider
proposals' emanating from Lansing
that a conference between employers
and employes be held in the governor's office. The attitude of the companies, it was freely predicted, would
be none too friendly to the plan, inasmuch as the operators considered
it would place them in the position
of recognizing the Wesern federation
to at least some degree.
They were chary of endorsing the
scheme also because its pronouncement was coincident with the presence in Lansing of C. M. Masoner,
vice president of the federation.
Governor Ferris' proposal for a
conference at Lansing between cop

Never argue with a
man who owns a
large voice

TELEGRAPH SERVICE
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30, 1913.

per mine operators and strikers was
formally presented to the operators
at a meeting in Houghton today. Gen
eral P. L. Abbey of the Michigan mi
litia, and Sheriff James Crune of
county represented the
Houghton
state, and Jamas MacNaughton and
Frederick W. I enton. general mana
gers of the Ca'Ainiec and Hecla and
Copper Range consolidated compan
ies, represented Vhe employers.
As had been, predicted, the mine THIEVES GET $150,000
IN
GEMS
managers explained that unuer no cirFROM HANANS AT NARRA- cumstances would they take any ac
GANSETT PIER
tion that even indirectly might be
construed as recognition, of the West
ern Federation of Miners; that the THEFT OCCURRED ON FRIDAY
companies '.were "wilting to confer
with their own employes, either inor through committees, ON THE FOLLOWING NIGHT THE
dividually
RUMSEYS' JEWEL BOX WAS
men. came to them as
the
provided
PILFERED
employes, and that, under such conditions they could not see the necessity
of asking the in en '"to send represent
ON
THE
JOB
atives all the wny to the state capi- DETECTIVES
'
tal.
The mine managers said they were
THOUGH TWO AGENCIES ARE AT
acting under orders received from
WORK NO CLEWS HAVE BEEN
their boards of directors in Boston.
While the conference was in sesDISCOVERED
sion the strike btjard managers were
increasing their efforts to start sur
Narragansett Pier, R. I., July 30.
face and underground work. A good- - j Jewelry worth at least $150,000 was
iy portion of the .shop employes of stolen from Shore Acres, the summer
the Calumet auc! Hecla company re- residences of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Hanturned to their tasks, pumps were an, Friday night.
started at the deep-ReJacket shaft
The $75,000 robbery in the home of
and the work of draining the other C. C. Rumsey,
of the late
conglomerate shafts was continued.
E. H. Harriman, occurred on Saturday
These activities, as well as similar
night
work at other mines in the district,
Reports that the Hanans had been
were conducted ttnder heavy guard Of robbed were denied until
today when
state troops.
Mrs. Hanan told the story of their
Many of tlie strikers have begun loss. Mr. Hanan is
seriously ill and
to show that; the operations of the
has been kept iir" ignorance of the
militia are trying their tempers. The
robbery. An unwillingness to disturb
situation on the south range?, where him influenced his wife to withhold
inthe Copper Range;' Consolidated
the facts until this time.
terests are paramount, was reported
The articles taken included a diaespecially threatening.
mond necklace, a pearl necklace, two
diamond encrusted watches, a set of
TO PiJNISH. BANKS
star sapphires surounded by diamonds,
Washington July 30. To authorize a pendant, a brooch and a pair of rare
the secretary f $eXtieasfury to with- black diamond earrings surrounded by
the? treasury and
draw all pvivtle
white diamonds.
even charters f";V. any national banks
A peculiar feature of the robbery
wbMi
o
,, .th?tr som
.flepres.aovj
particularly valuable
ernment bonds, 4 resolution was in gems were left in the bureau drawer
troduced today by Senator Lewis of from which the others were removed
Illinois.
This suggests that the job was a
It was based on the recent public hurried one.
statement by Secretary McAdoo that
Mrs. Hanan seldom wears the jewNew York banks were depressing two els and only brought them from New
per cent bonds to influence currency York because she had expected to jrive
legislation.
her annual reception to Mrs. Pothier.
The Illness of Mr. Hanan made It necMAN DIES IN WRECK
essary to cancel 4he function.
The jewelry was taken from Mrs.
Tyrone, Pa., July 30. An engineer
was killed and about two score pas Hanan's budoir a few moments after
she had left the house to attend a resengers were injured in a rear-encollision of passenger trains on the ception.
The loss was discovered
Pennsylvania railroad here this after- within 30 minutes, but although three
noon. The dead man is George Funk detectives have been working on the
of Altoona, Pa. About 20 of the in- case since Monday morning, no tanai-blclew has been found.
jured were seriously hurt.
Mrs. Hanan said that the servants,
of whom there are about 25, had been
eliminated in the investigation. With
the exception of two butlers, who
TODAY IN CONGRESS
were engaged this year, all of those
employed at Shore Acres have been
Washington. Julv 30. Senate: Met with the family for years. The theat noon and resumed debate n tariff ory of motorboat thieves also has
been dismissed, as the shore of Block
bill.
Senator McLean charged democrats Island sound, over which the house
with having broken their tariff prom- looks, is very rough and a small boat
would have great difficulty in landing
ises, and attacked the bill.
anywhere near the estate.
a
resoluLewis
Senator
introduced
"I left the house on Friday even-- '
tion to authorize the secretary of the
for a church reception," said
ing
treasury to withdraw treasury privilMrs. Hanan, leaving on my bureau
comwhich
banks
eges from national
several pieces of jewelry for my maid
bine to depress federal securities.
to
put away, which she did. When I
Senator Penrose introduced a resoleft
the house the maid went to a
lution calling on Secretary Bryan for
not far away from the house
spring
a report on the treatment of Jews
to bring some water to my room.
in Roumania.
When she returned, perhaps 20 minPostofflce committee indefinitely utes
later, she found the bureau openpostponed action on Bryan resolution ed and much of the jewelry gone. She
on assurance of postmaster general
notified me by telephone at tie
that he would not change parcel post church and I
immediately returned
regulations until thoroughly tested.
to the house. I at once telephoned
Ambassador Henry Lane Wilson told to a detective at Proivdence and he
foreign relation committee his version arrived here Sunday morning. Five
of Mexican situation.
men are now working on the case. I
Lobby cMU'i'ittee continued to ques-- i do not suspect the servants."
lion Martin If. Mulhall on bis letters.!
It is believed that the gang of exSterling resolution, qualifying per- - pert thieves who operated successfulsons over 18 to make homestead en-- J
ly here two years ago is again at
tries, was favorably reported by the work. The secrecy maintained for a
public lands committee.
time regarding the two known losses
House: Not in session; meets at has led also to reports of several
noon Friday.
other robberies, though the reports
Delegate Wickersham, before terri- are vague and unconfirmed.
tories committee, urged a government
Some time ago Mrs. Walter Ives of
railroad for Alaska and declared the New York lost a pearl necklace said
Guggenheim 'and Morgan syndicates to be worth $2,000 whili visiting at
controlled every mile of Alaskan rail- the summer home here of Douglas
roads.
Pearce, Jr., of Providence. The loss
Public lands committee began final wa3 not discovered Immediately. The
consideration of Baker bill to allow Hanans are leaders In the summer
San Francisco to secure water from colony. Shore Acres is regarded as
the show place of the Pier. Mrs.
Hetch Hetchy valley.
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Hanan controls the casino and is financially interested in one of the
leading hotels.
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JOB
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,

GRAND JURY WILL

PROBE MULHALL

Washington, July 30. The big armored cruiser Washington, swiftest
of her class will replace the transport Hancock as receiving ship at
the New York navy yard August 6.
The Hancock will be used to develop
plans for the marine corps for an ad- ACCORDING TO REPORT IN WASHvance base station at Philadelphia,
TAKES
INGTON, WATSON
which will involve her being kept In
MATTER TO COURTS ,
readiness for almost instant sailing
with a full battalion and equipment.
THE
SENATE
STILL
BUSY
s

STORY

ACCUSED
Chicago,
July

OF ARSON

30. Joseph
Fish,
head of the firm of Joseph Fish & LISTENS TO THE LETTERS OF
ALLEGED PROFSSIONAL
Co., publio fire insurance adjusters,
who was made defendant in 12 In
LOBBYIST
dictments returned by the July grand
Jury Monday in connection with an
NEXT
investigation made of charges of an HEATED PROCEEDINGS
alleged "arson trust," surrendered In
the state's attorney's
office today
MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE SHOW
and' was released on bonds' of $100,- SIGNS OF RISING ANGER
000.

AT ASSOCIATES

ANOTHER BLOW FOR

Washington, July 30. It was re
ported here today, without official
confirmation, njjwever, that former
Congressman James E. Watson of
Indiana, who figures prominently In
the lobby charges of Martin. M. Mul
hall, has appeared before the federal
grand jury in connection with, an in
vestigation of Mulhall's story.
Although Mulhall, lobbyist for the
National Association of Manufactur
ers, today expected to face the lawyers for the association for
the senate committee con
tinued his Identification of letters.
list
Mulhall introduced a two-pagof organizations which, he said, were
members of the National Council for
Industrial Defense and affiliated with
There Is a disthe manufacturers.
pute as to the exact connection between the two organizations.
He swore he had personal relations
with officials of about a dozen of the
organizations named.
It was indieat"l that the session
of the committee'may not be so harmonious when It comes to cross exSenator
amination of the witness.
Reed frequently came to MTHhall'S'
aid.

PATENT MEDICINES
UNITED STATES WINS CASE
DER THE AMENDED PURE
FOOD LAW

UN-

30. United
Denver,
Colo., July
States District Attorney Harry E. Kelly announced today that the government had won the first prosecution
brought under the Sherley amendment to the pure food law. On a default judgment a large quantity of
Stramoline, an alleged cure for tuberculosis, was condemned and destroyed.
The Sberley amendment was enact
ed by congress following the decision
of the United States supreme court
in the famous Johnson case, in which
it was held that false claims as to the
curative properties of a medicine did
not constitute a isolation
food and drug ak unless the label
bore false statements regarding the
constituents of the contents of the
package. The Sherley amendment
specifically makes it unlawful to print
false and. fraudulent statements as to
the curative effects of the medicine.
Under this law suit was brought
in the Strfsnoline case. The manufacturing company failed to appear,
and the judgment was given to the
government by default. Just after the
judgment was rendered, instructions
were received from the department of
justice at Washington to file an
amended petition, charging that the
title "cure for consumption" was in
reality a false claim as to the constituents of the medicine. This would
have brought the suit to an Issue on
the law. The order was received too
late to be acted upon.

e

CREATE ADVISORY BOARD
Washington, July 30. The currency bill probably will be amended to
create an advisory board, composed of
with
bankers, to work In
the federal reserve board. Chairman
Glass of the house banking committee, so announced today. The Cham
ber of Commerce of the United States
and many bankers have suggested such
a means of recognizing the banks.
The proposed board would exercise
no governing power, but would act as
expert advisers to the federal reserve
board, which would remain distinctly
a government body.
Chairman Glass today conferred
with Secretary McAdoo regarding the
FAMOUS PITCHER HURT
currency bill and consulted the solici-t- o
Cincinnati, July 30. "Rube" Benof the treasury on some of the legal
ton,' star pitcher of the Cincinnati
of the measure.
phases
National league baseball club, was
dangerously injured in a motorcycle
ROADS
WANTS GOVERNMENT
accident in Walnut Hill, a section of
30:
Declaring
Washington,
July
this city, early this morning. BenJ. P. Morgan and Company ana
that
ton's motorcycle collided with a MadiKhe Guggenheim syndicate control ev
son road car.
mile of Alaskan railaroads, DeleBenton later recovered conscious- ery
Wickersham today urged the
gate
ness and physicians then said that
house
territories committee to authorwhile his condition is dangerous, yet
ize building a government railroad in
it is not as critical as at first thought.
Benton suffered a double fracture of Alaska,
the jaw, concussion of the brain, and
multiple bruises, but the physicians
DANIELS' LITTLE TRIP
believe that he was not internally inGarrison, Mont, July 33. Secretary
jured. Even should he ultimately re of the Navy Daniels arrived here to- cover the physicians hold out no aay and began an automobile ride oif
hope of his being able to play ball more than 50 miles with Butte as
again this season.
point. He will leave Butta
tomorrow for Salt Lako and Denver.
WOMEN ON BOARD
From Denver he will proceed to WashChicago, July 30. Mayor Harrison ington.
today named two women as meml.ers
of the board of education. They are
TO ATTEND TORONTO CONGRESS
Mrs. Florence Vosbrink and Mrs.
Veracruz, Mex., July 30. A party
Howe Britton. Both, are well
ten noted Mexican geologists has
of
women's
club
known in
circles.
Dr. Peter C. Clemonson, Darld u. engaged passage on the Ward line
steamer sailing tomorrow for New
Cameron, Dr. Otto P. Wamina, MYork. They are going to Toronto to
ichael J. Collins and Peter
were also appointed members of the attend the International Gcolosioal
congress, which is to assemble in tho.
board.
Canadian city on August 7.
e
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Washington, July 3f
eration of Representative Raker's bill
ve
Bucharest, Roumania, July
'
to allow San Francisco to take water
.o
u
days' r r
it)
from the Hetch Hetchy valley was day at a
't
petfft cv
begun today by the house public the delerratos of vrvta, Greece, w
lands committee.
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TWO

SCHOOL HIND NOT

INVESTED; MORE
DELAY
GOVERNOR, ATTORNEY GENERAL
REPLY
AND SECRETARY
TO THE TREASURER

Further correspondenco in the disagreement between the state treasurer on one side and the governor,
attorney general and secretary of
state on the other, regarding the investment of the permanent school
fund of the state, the former opposing and the latter three advocating
Its Investment in the state highway
bonds, was made public today. It is
a letter from the advocates of the
investing of this money in the road
bonds, in reply to a letter from State
Treasurer Marron refusing to do so,
and stating that it would take an
order of court to make him do it.
The letter sent to Mr. Marron yesterday was as follows:
July 28, 1913.
Hon. 0. N. Marron,
State Treasurer,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir: Successive absence from
Santa Fe of one or another of us has
combined to make it impossible sooner to reply to your letter of the 21st
instant, in which you say that, as.
the permanent school fund is now,
and has been for several years, invested in such manner as will satisfy
the provisions of joint resolution No.
11 of the second session of the state
legislature of 1913, and is returning
in interest substantially over 5 per
cent, you deem it would be an infrac-

Certificates Being Issued
"ARMOURED" FOR THE RING
As a result of the various county
institutes, certificates are being is- Lady Boxers Masked That Their Beausued by the state department of eduty May Not Be Marred During Bouts.
cation to the teachers in, the various
counties. So far this weeK, the following certificates have been issued:
Lincoln County
Gertrude Keller, Nogal, second
grade.
Tieula Brazel, Carrizo.o, third grade.
Mildred Taylor, White Oaks, third
grade.
Nita Taylor, White Oaks, third
grade.
Louis T. Ward, Ruidoso, second
grade.
Eddy County
Ruth Brainard, Artesia, first grade.
Lula Coleman, Knowles, second
grade.
Edith Davis, Eunice, second grade.
Julia Dunaway, Carlsbad, first
grade.
Eleanor Fanning, Loving, third
,
grade.
T. J. Hallman, Carlsbad, second
grade,
Ida Killuch, Knowles, third grade.
Knowles. second
Ora
Manning,
grade.
Lutie Mcllhaney, Artesia. first

New York. That a certain number
of women go in for boxing is well
know, but is well know, but it has re
mained for the United States to "ar
mour" those ladies who wish to try
their skill with the gloves. To quote
a local journal:
"Guy Otis Brewster
is going down in history as the friend
of every athletic young woman, every
suffragette who Insists she is man's
physical and mental equal. He has
shown them how to learn to box and
won the approval of former teachers
who disapproved this exercise for
young women. He has invented a
mask for the head so beauty won't
be marred by hard blows, and one

WEDNESDAY,

JULY

BATTERY TO CAMPIGRIFFITH
OUT FOR FIELD

LEADER OF THE WASHINGTON
CLUB BELIEVES HE WILL
SECURE VICTORY

'

j?t

'

-

.

thirty-se-

km

TAILORED SUITS, WASH
SUITS, MILLINERY,
PARASOLS

The other day Clark Griffith, manager of the Washington crub, was
quoted as saying that he has not yet
given up hope of overtaking the Athletics and winning the American
league flag. Griff has infused confidence in his players, too, and they
are battling like the mischief to make
good the prediction of their boss. "
On the outside, the prophdey is regarded as a huge joke. The baseball
paragraphers have played the thing
to the limit.
It may come to pass
that Griff's claim will bear fruit, but,
just the same, the position his club
has held all season is to be commended. Griffith has a fine little club,
and If It were not for accidents, in
juries and Illness there is no doubt
that it would be giving Connie Mack
and the Athletic tribe one grand lit
tle tussle for the flag. Just a year
ago Griff's club was running neck
and neck with the Boston Red Sox
and eased Into second place a full
game in front of the Philadelphia

LINEN, LINGERIE, WOOL AND SILK

DRESSES
and All Women's Coevts a.t Just

HALF PRICE
These Prices Are for Cash Only. Nothing
Exchanged. No Telephone Orders
Laa VGas'LoadirtaStoro
m

the difference between the
Athletics and the Nationals is about
ten games, and in face of that severe
handicap, the untiring Griffith is sure
that he will close the breach aud
come home in front.
That Griffith
spirit is the thing that makes possible
the things sought for In baseball or
any other walk of life.
The prediction would not lave
sounded so foolish at this time if all
had been as fine and dandy 'n ine
matter of luck with the Washington
team as it has been with the Mack-meJust glance at this list and
shed a few tears with Griffith:
Third Baseman Foster Out of the
game two months, typhoid fever,
First Baseman Gandil Out for five
weeks, broken leg.
Catcher Henry
Out for three
weeks, dislocated knee.
Outfielder Shanks Out for three
weeks, sprained ankle.
Shortstop McBride Out for ten
days, injured hip.
Outfielder Moeller Out for ten
days, Injured leg..'
Pitcher Groom Not showing 1912

win
five
two
and

Not showing

1912

man-ager'-

rW

60071
South SidftPIaja

a pennant with Mclnnes out for
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Rev. Father 'Oapalupi, S. J., as sub- deacon. Assisting in the mass were
four BYanciscan friars from Jemez
and Pena Blanca, and five young
priests from other, parishes.
The archbishop preached an eloquent and helpful sermon in which he
took occasion to counsel his hearers
to model their lives after that of the
dead priest whose virtues, by the revere rules of the Jesuit order, ha
was forbidden to eulogize.
But for

these rules, explained his grace, pontifical high mass instead of low mass
would have been celebrated at the
funeral.
LThe body was escorted to the tomb
In Santa Barbara cemetery by the
societies of the Holy Family of San
Felipe De Nerl parish and of the
same society of the Sacred Heart parish where Father Leone labored so
long.

were Manuel
The
pallbearers
Springer, Nestor Montoya, Jacobo
Yrisarri, Ignacio Baca, Seferlno Crol- lot and Alberto Armljo.

OLDEST NAVAL OFFICER

Washington, July 30. Rear Admiral
James H. Watmough, the oldest officer on the retired list of the United
States navy, celebrated his ninety-firbirthday anniversary today. Born
In Pennsylvania in 1822, Admiral Watmough became a midshipman in 1843
and for 40 years was in active service
in the navy. In the early part of his
career he participated in the naval operations of the Mexican war and in
the conquest of California. He served
throughout the civil war and later became paymaster geenral of the navy.
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BELOVED PRIEST BURIED
Albuquerque, N. M., July 30. Im
pressive and beautiful, but severely
simple as required by the rules of
the Society of Jesus, were the funeral
rites for the late Father Leone, S. J.,
who passed from this life Saturday at
the advanced age of 74.
The historic church of San Felipe
de Nerl'was thronged with kneeling
faithful when the services commenced
at 8 o'clock. At the altar were His
Grace, Archbishop Pitaval, all the
members of the local priesthood as
well as a number of the clergy from
different parishes throughout the diocese, and in the congregation were
men and women, now grown gray
with years, who were lighthearted
girls and youths when the venerable
and beloved missioner first come to
New Mexico to begin his noble work.
Low mass was celebrated by Archbishop Ultaval; Rev. Father Tomas-sini- ,
S. J., officiating as deacon, with

The Nationals have no doubt encountered more accidents than any
other club in the league, and Griff
has been so unfortunate as not to
have any very flashy substitute mas
terial. Such a thing is part of a
work, though, but how Is one
to get the stylish subs when a team
like the Yankees cannot, get anything
that's worth sticking in the game
every day? The loss of Gandil and
Foster and the unexpected poor work
of Groom and Hughes were the blows
that stung. Imagine Mack trying to

7TIF
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PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggists will refund money
if PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
case of itching, blind, bleeding or protruding piles in 6 to 14 days. Adv.

form.
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weeks and B'rank Baker out for
months, and then have Bender
Plank go bad.
So far the Nationals have won o4
and lost 39, for a .581 percentage. All
Johnson has accomplished is to win
Th
remaining
22 and lose five.
pitchers, then, have won 31 and lost
34, and of the 33 triumphs 11 are
credited to Phenom Boehlin, which
leave but 19 victories for the rest of
the staff.

form.
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SURPLUS
$100,000.00

150,000.00
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Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer.
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ARTILLERY ARM OF NEW MEXI
CAN NATIONAL GUARD IS
ORDERED OUT

-

'

HE WILL

PENNANT

body-punche-

(

HOPES

PRACTICE

Roswell, N. M., July 30. In accordance with the following general order from Adjutant General A. S.
Brookes the artillery arm of the New
Mexico National Guard, Battery A
for the chest and stomach so there of Roswell, will go into camp for
field practice on August 5:
will be no danger from
General Order No. 11
The biennial encampment of the
national guard of this state under
Section 14 of the militia law will be
held during the months of July and
August, 1913, as follows:
Light Battery A, at camp August
5 to August 14, inclusive.
Light Bat
I
tery A will leave Roswell on morning
of August 5 and will march .to- - camp
at Diamond A. Captain Charles M.
grade.
M
'
first
Dayton,
de Bremond', commanding Light Bat-terMcLauhlln,
James
A, Is charged with tHS duty of
grade.
Effie Rudine, Artesia, first grade.
making the necessary aiTangements
W. P. Runnels, Artesia, second
for the encampment of the battery.
Medical
Inspection All enlisted
grade.
men will be inspected within 24 hours
Bertha Speck, Artesia, first grade.
G. R. Spencer,
Carlsbad, second
prior to their departure from their
home station for the camp by Cap
grade.
Eliena Therman, Dayton, Becond
tain C. F. Beeson at Roswell.
Strength of Organization Attending
grade.
MinimumDelia Vawter, Carlsbad, first grade.
strength,
Encampment
3;
field
Officers,
of
Colfax County
artillery:
battery
enlisted men, 86.
Loren Allen, Maxwell, second grade.
A Good Swift Punch,
The artillery camp at Roswell w'.'l
Carrie Armstrong, Raton, third
known as Camp de Baca in honor
be
Is
instructor
the physical
Mr. Brewster
grade.
of public schools ' in Wharton, N. J. of the lieutenant governor of New
Euna Bell, Raton, third grade.
Gertrude Bell, Raton, third grade. Long ago he was convinced that box- Mexico, E. C. de Barra.
exercises for
By command of the governor.
Avis Blewitt, Maxwell, third grade. ing, one of the finest
treasurer
tion o your duty as state
to be made possible for
men,
ought
A. S. BROOKES,
third
Raton,
Mattie
Mrs.
Butler,
invest,
and
funds
these
to withdraw
He, constructed his masks
wojnen.
Chief of Staff.
General,
Adjutant
them in the state iighway bonds, and grade.
and has introduced them among the
Bremond has received
de
first
Maxwell,
Captain
O.
Hammond,
60.
J.
success
to
do
.
his
.
To
.
prove
pupils.
you therefore decline
the
Mr. Brewester got several of his pur tre following instruction from
Vnder the constitution, no invest- grade.
a
before
demonstration
a
to
Lost
general:
Griner
adjutant
fund
school
give
Again
pils
ment for the permanent
"All men on the rolls must attend
John Griner is lost again, accord meeting of the Physical Education socan be made unless the bonds or
The
vigorously.
fought
Unless a man is acre
girls
who
ciety.
encampment.
Fred
Fornoff,
other securities in which it is nvested ing to Captain
to
left
and
with
right
swung
They
a trfp to the
tually too eick to go he will have to
are first approved by the governor, turned Sunday from
body and jaw, and uppercut with all be tried
it
state.
Griner,
of the
by court martial in case he
their vigor. Blows which taxed their
attorney general and secretary of southern part
as
to
attend.
was
fails
be
working
remembered,
will
investments of
strength fell harmless on the wire prostate. The
"A. S. BROOKES,
W. I Ritchie of Engle, tectors, and the victims only laughed
which you speak, are not investments a cowbov for
weeks
more."
for
several
in
and
"Adjulant Genera!."
plunged
within the meaning of the constitu- when he disappeared
sadsheds
of Battery A are a
and
rorse
The
his
gun
and
and
although
ago
tion or of said joint resolution,
week.
this
Captain Charles
in two different places U. S. DRINKS MADE IN LONDON busy place
have never been approved by these dle were found
are get
Dfficers
his
weeks.
and
several
Bremond
de
for
was
lost
of'.i-ers- ,
and not a word can be found Griner
in Kan- Feature Forms One of the Attractions ting everything in shape and any
turned
up
he
suddenly
when
au
to
statutes
in the constitution or
of Charity Fair Conducted In
when he wrote
one knowing Captain de Bremond
thorize you to make any investment sas Griner stated
British Capital.
he pes to get things
he
how
knows wh
idea
no
he
had
of that fund without their approval Ritchie that
is no half way
that
"in
he
shape'has
disappeared
Now
came
there.
We now distinctly advise you that
London. There was a great
it.
similar
about
circumstances.
of London society for the attempt
we disapprove of any such deposits aeain under
been
have opening of the Noah's Ark fair in
Never before has interest
in uanks as may have been herefo-fct- e Both his horse and his saddle
he
in aid stimulated and so great in the bat
It
was
is
The
fair
hall.
he
Albert
missing.
given
but
we
been
found,
that
state
made, and again
an ex of a London hospital. Queen Alex- tery. The boys are all oack of their
do approve of the state highway is found. Captain Fornoff said,
his andra was the patron of the fair and lovable commanding officer in male
made
will
egardlng
be
amination
of
the
bonds as a proper investment
the Duchess of Marlborough, the ing Battery A not only one of the
permanent school fund, and that we sanity.
Countess of Lonsdale and a number of
the best in the United States.
Bonds to Be Paid
v ill not, at the present time, approve
other women in the highest ranks of best but
and
the tenth a special progi arc
O.,
of
Sunday
Co.
Cleveland,
&
Otis
members
were
the
of
investment.
form
the
other
among
nobility
any
and firing will De put
maneuvers
have
York
New
of
of
of the committee.
in this manner we are acting in W N. Coler & Co.
of the many viswanderbenefit
on
that
the
for
treasurer
The
state
to
the
throngs
delighted
over
turned
exact accordance with the mandate
hall
of
the
the
aisles
officers are ex
ed
big
and
The
1
80
the
itors.
through
of
to
boys
of the constitution, while you are at- for redemption Nos.
afforded evidence that
at
the
friends fo mo
of
opening
their
last
issued
many
year
bonds
pecting
tempting to set up your Individual casual deficit
the efforts of the promoters to make tor out that day.
deto
of
pay
amount
$200,000
the
in
the
of
order
Judgment against the
the fair one of the "biggest and best"
They will be only 20 miles out on
constitution and against the judg- ficiencies in the running of the gov- ever given in the metropolis had met
Diamond A ranch just a nice
denomthe
in
are
bonds
These
success.
ernment.
with
ment Of the office:;; to whom alone
re
afternoon's
were
amount
outing.
Novel and attractive features
the constitution commits the ap- inations of $500, and the
the to be encountered at every turn. Not
proval of the investment of this fund. deemed was $40,000 with interest,
amount the least attractive was the "American
plan being to retire the entire
Very respectfully,
American mixed PLANS GORGEOUS DECORATIONS
of
them bar," where
80
VV.
in five years, taking up
C.
MCDONALD,
drinks were dispensed to the thirsty.
Denver, July 30. No city was ever'
on July 1 every year.
Governor of New Mexico.
Lord Lonsdale presided as chief bar- better "dressed up" to receive a great
A change in the office and register
ANTONIO LUCKRO,
keeper and was assisted in making up
com the beverages by Prince Paul of Ser-vi- company of guests than will be DenKarakule
Sheep
of
the
acent
ed
State.
of
Secretary
ver, when the hosts of Knights Temstate
Count Elsen and Prince
FRANK W. CLANCY,
pany has been filed with the
plars from all parts of the land gathFormerly
commission.
Attorney General. (corporation
er here week after next for their
w
cruces,
Las
of
George F. Clancy
GRANDPARENTS
NINE
HAS
GIRL
triennial conclave. An army
the agent, but under the amendment
Obstinato
decorators and others
of
electricians,
this
of
filed today, H. S. Bowman
Jean Elizabeth Porter of Conneaut, is alread yat work, and their efforts
of
company.
the
city is the agent
Ohio, Is Well Supplied With
promise to result In the most lavish
Living Ancestors.
and beautiful display of flags, bunting,
Fine Remedy that Clears
Ashtabula, Ohio. Miss Jean Eliza- electric lights and color imaginable.
SCHOOL
ARCHAEOLOGICAL
Skin of Pimples on Cheeks,
of
No one can estimate
beth Porter, aged ten, months, daughSanta Fe, N. M., July 30. The open- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Homer Porter of bunting that will be used one enthuTemples, Sides of Nose
AmConneaut, is believed to be the luck- siastic decorating company puts it at
and Chin.
ing day of the summer BChool of
world in the matter millions of
erican Archaeology is almost here and iest child in the
yards and the demand upShe has nine of
of grandparents.
readiin
is
all
Palace
on the electric companies is already
around the Old
follows:
as
are
divided
them. They
that they announce they can
ness for the session. Dr. E. L. Hew-et- t
Grandparents Her father's father so great
Saturwill return from California
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Por- receive no1 more orders.
and
Probably the most beautiful
day night, and other lecturers will ar- ter of Gageville, Ohio, and her mother's father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. elaborate feature of the deorativb
rive about the same time.
C. M. Peck of Kingsville, Ohio.
scheme will be the Court of Honor
Friday will be enrollment day and
Her father's
four blocks in the downtown
on that occasion all are asked to enV' l telS.S.S.
grandmother, Mrs. Mary Jane Swat of extending
roll who expect to take the course. Wanetta, Pa.; her mother's grand- district. The court will be surrounded
Saturday the program starts with a mother and grandfather on her fath- by 48 immense electric pil'ars, each
lecture in the evening in the assembly er's side, Mr. and Mrs. Anson S. Peck having a different combination )f colAcne attacks the glandular structure room of the Old Palace by Hon. Ralph of Kingsville. Ohio, and her mother's ors.
of the skin, more particularly those
grandmother and grandfather on her
E. Twitchell of Las Vegas.
The leading business street will be
fat.
tiny prlanda that secrete
mother's
side, Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Mor- lined with
S.
S.
And it is here that
S., the famous
of
hall
in
the
repre
light, poles, each bearing
evening
Sunday
ris of Charleston, Ohio.
Hood purifler is most active in its
the national colors, represented in two
sentatives. Dr. Fairclough will lecture
influence.
There is one ingredient in S. 8. S., the at 8:15.
Outfast Den of Wolves.
flags. Between these will be the
it is to stimulate the
purpose of which
to
of
the
Owen
Wis.
.
excursion
La
annual
the
Hughes
Crosse,
lh-Monday
in
Trmp'ar insijr.'a of crosJ and crown
cells
tissues that they select
from the jlnod the nutriment that Green Corn dance of the Santo DominAngelo township, outfasted a band of t,nd a maltese cross in black, besides
makes new skin and thus eliminates
eleven wolves and won a bounty of
which there will be festoons of colorail irritants, acids and parasites that go pueblo will take place, a special $110, when the
wolves, driven by hunInfiame the glands. There ia a natural train being provided for this occasion.
ed lights.
ger, dashed from their refuge and
ten.lt iicy of the fine network of Wood
At night the visiting Templars will
vesa ..'is in the skin to throw off impuri- The far for the round trip will be $2. were killed. Hughes watched outside
ties, but where a persistent inflamma- The train will leave here at 8:10 a. m. the entrance to their den for four days be treated to the dazzling sight of a
tion process has invaded the skin, the
mammoth electric cross on Pike's
natural repair work of the blood Is in- and in the evening will arrive home and four nights.
terfered wtih. It requires the stimu- about 8:30. It will afford about five
Peak. Other features of the decoralating activity of S, s. s. to Overcome hours at the publo.
Witness In Divorce Case.
Judge
tions will include reproductions of the
morbid
such
conditions.
If you have
Los Angeles. Divorce court Judge
been troubled with acne, do not despair
Reservations may be made at the
Church of the Holy sepulchre at Jerudiwas
Moore
a
a
in
witness
Charles
of a cure. the"
school
Palace
Old
in
headquarters
vorce action which was tried before salem, the watch tower of Chateau de
You can- get S. S. S. in any drug
store, but insist upon having: It. Take although this excursion may be taken him here. He corroborated the testi- Langliers, France, and the Mickelgate
no chance with a substitute.
And if
mony of Mrs. William Woodward, who bar of the Benedictine Abbey of York,
blood condition is such that you advantage of by any who care to go.
jour
declared her husband was dishonest, Eng., which was a popular plane of
would Hke to consult a specialist
Pi pi,. Th
and granted a divorce on the strength
freely, address the
meeting for the knigts 40 t0 500 yeara
Bwift
Company, 181 ih.'U't Bl.i I
of his own story.
Subscribe for The Optic.
Atlanta,
ago.
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POLAND IDOLIZES

ITS FAMOUS
AUTHOR
VD'i"

WRTE

IS
OF "QUO
GARDED A3 HIS PeOPLt S

RE-

INTERPRETER
Although it is seventeen years since
"Quo Vadis" became one of the earliest of the modern best sellers, thereby making Henryk Sienkiewiez known
throughout the fiction reading world,
the personality of this famous Polish
novelist is little "known to the mil-

their hats and ittle children are reConsamptisa
joiced to have him notice them. SienAnyone Interested In the treatment of
honkiewiez is a prophet not without
Consumption should get one of the booklets telling of recoveries by the use of
or in his own country.
Eckman's Alterative.
Coughs, Stubborn
and Pneumonia may be the begin
When he was 22, after ne had left Colds
Ding of more serious troubles Kckuian's
is the effective remedy. Bead
the university, he began those wan- Alterative
Mr. Kanaly'g statement:
not
a
Influenced
which
have
Saratoga, N. Y.
derings
"Gentlemen : For Ave or six years I was
little his work and genius. In 1877 troubled with cough and expectoration.
I
also bad a high fever. My case was dehe joined Mme. Modjeska's colony of clared
Consumption by my physician. I
and
expatriated Polish artists In Calitor-nia- , was given Cod Liver Oil, Creosote
medicines, all without benefit.
but this experiment did not pros- other
"At Chrlstimus time, 1!K)6, I was not exto live. Calling Dr. B. 11. McCarper, and Sienkiewiez returned home pected
thy, be advised the use of Eckman's Alto publish a series of papers which terative, which I took with excellent reand was entirely cured. I have
embodied his experiences in America, sults,
gained In weight. I go out In all weathers
and
had no cough or cold whatHe continued to travel until the loss ever. I have
give these facts to encourage
to
use
Eckman's Alterative."
others
of his young wife fairly prostrated
(Sworn Affidavit) JAS. W. KANATjY.
him. Besides his son he has a daughKckninn's Alterative is effective In Bronchitis, Asthma, Hoy Fever; Throat and
ter, Yadviga, two years younger.
Lung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
He is reserved and rather uncomor
drugs. Ask for booklet
of recoveries, and write to Eekinan
jjnunicntive when discussing his own telling
Laboratory, Fhiladelphla, Fa., for more evicareer, but his face brightens percep dence. For sale by all leading druggist
tibly when his children are mention- K. G Murphey and Central Drug
bahlt-lormiu- g

lions who have been thrilled by his ed.
)
Chris-tain- s
story of the persecution of the
are a great comfort," he
"They
under Nero, says the Boston said. "My daughter lives with me in
Globe.
Warsaw, and my son comes home
The succesful filming of "Quo from Cracow to visit us frequently."
Vadis" has directed renewed attenIn 1S80 began that undertaking
tion to its renowned author, who, bemade his name a household
which
sides his literary fame, is regarded as
word In Poland, the publishing of
This
Poland's foremost interpreter.
"With Fire and Sword," "The Demasterly weaver of powerful historicand "Pan Michael." First given
luge"
al romances Is a man apparently in to the world in a Warsaw journal,
67
his
years.
the prime of life, despite
translations appeared simultaneously
Of medium height, with his dark hair
in Berlin and Vienna. Eight years
touched with gray, with a serious but
labored incessantly, for Sienkle-ic- z
he
a
quiet
kindly face, and possessing
Is a tireless worker. The merit
dignity, Sienkiewiez impresses one by of his books was recognized by Jerenatural
his unassuming modesty, his
miah Curtin, the American linguist,
dignity and his great reserve power. whose translations were eventually
The author of "Quo Vadis" and the
to the American reading pubfamous trilogy known as the Zagloba given
lic by Little,, Brown & Co., the Boston
Romances, makes his permanent,
home in Warsaw, Russia, In a neigh- publishers.
"Without Dogma," a psychological
borhood where everyone is able to direct you to the house where "Pan 'novel of modern thought, came along
In 1S93, followed
Sienkiewiez" lives. For Sienkiewiez in translated form
a social study of
later
two
by
years
denationalized
the
is idolized
by
called
Poles as the greatest prophet of un- contemporary life in Poland
book
Neither
Soil."
of
the
"Children
r
happy Poland."
a
have
to
been
said
been
have
could
Despite his industry with his pen,
of
faith
the
But
success.
popular
Sienkiewiez does not live the life of
a literary recluse! At times, in the Sienklewicz's American publishers apunbounded and their pawinter, he may be met on the streets peared to be
readof Warsaw, in the editorial rooms of tience In waiting for the great
bis
to
to
genius
respond
some Polish newspapee or at various ing public
was rewarded When Mr. Curtln's tranliterary gatherings. Yet i't iB in his
1893.
own home that he is happiest, for he slation of "Quo Vadis" came In
re
had
been
'With
than
effort
less
Is die voted to lis ramny and his
quired to write the trilogy, he had
work.
It has been the custom of Sienkie- struck the popular chord, and the
wiez for many years to spend his sum- presses were kept busy day and night
mers in the Carpathian mountains on printing the best seller of the decade.
"Writing 'Quo Vadis" was comparaa beautiful estate of three hundred
him
acres given
by the Polish people tively easy" says the novelist. "With
In 1902, on the twenty-fiftanniver- such a wealth of authorities to draw
resary of his entrance' into literature. on for historical background, It
to
months
about
manonly
eight
estate
a
his
is
quired
there
On,
splendid
sion, all the works having been per- complete it."
Mr. Sienkiewiez tells an amusing
formed by Polish artists as their gift
Incident in connection with the serial
of appreciation.
"I always have a manuscript on publication of "Quo Vadis" In a Polhand," he says. "It may be a play or ish journal. When the Installment
a historical novel. At present it is describing the captivity of Lygla appeared, a deputation ot young girl's
the latter."
Wherever he goes throughout Pol- called upon the author to beg him not
and, the author of "Quo Vadis" Is to let his heroine die In prison.
"It is a simple matter letting her
recognized by the people and treated
with the utmost respect. Men raise escape," on9 of them said. "Lygla

Company.
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DO PONT REACHES RASH COVERED FACE STATES GET PART
SEVENTY-FIFT-

sis

NECK A

H

SENATOR
FROM DELAWARE
MOST RETICENT
MAN
IN
Made
LEGISLATIVE HALLS
j

IS

Dryden;

30. Senator
Washington,
July
Henry A. Du Pont of Delaware received the congratulations of his colleagues in the senate today on reaching his seventy-fiftbirthday anniversary. So many men who are comparatively young are being sent to
the senate in these days of "election
by the people", that senators of Col.
Du Pout's age are becoming scarce.
The Delaware senator is a splendid
type of the old regime that Is fast
an
disappearing. A
aristocrat of aristocrats and a trust
Senator Du Pont,
magnate,
naturally enough, finds himself out
of sympathy with much of the sentiment that finds expression in the
senate nowadays. A majority of the
old time members who were leaders
when he first came 'o the senate
have since dropped or been dropped
out of public life. The Delaware senator is not what is called a good
"mixer," but his attractive personal
qualities, coupled with h's ability and
his conscientious performance of public duties, have earned for him a high
place in the esteem of members of
congress and others in official life
in Washington.
No man in the United States senate can boast pf more distinguished
lineage than Senator Du Pont. Pierre
Samuel Du Pont de Nemours, the
founder of the American branch of
the family, was one of the ablest political reformers of France during
the period of the revolution. He was
inspector general of commerce under
Turgot when that eminent statesman
was controller general of French finances. During the revolution he
fled to the United tates to escape
the guillotine. In 1802 he returned
to France and was Instrumental in
promoting the treaty by which Louisiana was sold to the United States.
It was Eleuthere Irenee Du Pont,
the son of Pierre Samuel, who began
the manufacture of gunpowder in Delaware and thus founded the great industry controlled by the family today. He set up the first powder mill
on the banks pf the Brandywlne in
1802.
The models and machinery he
had brought from France. The industry was a success from the start.
The founder died in 1834 and was
succeeded by his eldest son, Alfred,
who built additional, mills and enlarged the business greatly. Alfred
died in 1850 and was succeeded by
his brother Henry, who remained the
head of the firm until 1889. At hlg
death the business went into the'
hands of his nephew, Eugene Du Pont,
who died In 1901 and was succeeded
by his son, T. Coleman Du Pont, and
his nephew, w'ho Is the present senator.
But enator Du Pon'ts claims to distinction do not rest upon his family
tree alone.
Among the things of
which he might boast is jls record
of service in the civil war. He was
graduated from the United States
Military academy in the year that
the war began and was appoiaed to
the command of a light battery. His
father, who was a veteran of 1812,
was very proud of his handsome son
and begged the privilege from Simon
Cameron, then secretary of war, of
supplying the troop with the best
horses that money could buy. Thus
mounted, the battery was the finest
in the northern army. Captain Du
Pont served in the battles of Newmarket, W. Va., as chief of artillery,
and in the battles of Piedmont,
Lynchburg, Fishers Hill and
Cedar Creek, In the latter three as
commander of artillery of General
Crook's corps. He was brevited
major and lieutenant colonel and
awarded a congressional medal of
honor for distinguished gallantry.
Senator Du Pont has carried his
military bearing and manner down
with him to the present. In private
business and in. the discharge of his
public duties, his every movement
savors of military precision. Thinking and planning succinctly, he devotes little time to trivialities. This
trait has caused many to look upon
him as an autocrat, when such an
impression, his friends say, Is farthest from what he would wish to
convey. It has caused many to rearistocrat,
gard him as a
who loftily gazed above the heads
of the common people. ,
The senator has not mrngled with
the masses. In fact, his coterie of
associates in private life has been
limited, but their loyalty was attested
by the way they stuck to him through
the eleven sensational ypajrs when J.
Edward Addicks sought 1o dominate
h
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CHEST

Affected by Poison Oak. Itched Until Nearly Crazy. Had to Walk
Floor At Night. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment Cured.

YEAR

LAS VEGAS

Strong Kidney Ills Corrected
All over East Las Vegas you hear It.
Doan's Kidney Pills are keeping up
the good work. East Las Vegas people are telling about it telling of bad
backs made sound again. You can
believe the testimony of your own
townspeople'.
They tell it for the benefit of you who are suffering. If
your beck aches, if you feel lame, sore
and miserable.if the kidneys move too
frequently, or passage are painful,
scanty and off color, use Doan's Kidney Pills, the remedy that has helped
so many of your friends and neighbors. Follow this East Las Vegas citizen's advice and give Doan's a chance
to do the same for you.
Mrs. Garfield Fishburn, 417 Tenth
street, East Las Vegas, N. M, says:
"The worth of Doan's Kidney Pills
has been fully demonstrated by their
use in our home. Besides my own experience, one other of our family has
used Doan's Kidney Pills and the results have been highly satisfactory.
We know they are fine kidney medi-
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its people, while "In Desert and Wilderness" unfolds the adventures of
two kidnapped children i Africa.
In 1906 Sienkiewiez received the
Nobel prize of $40,000 for distinguished literary work. It was considered
at the time that no living novelist
had produced work with so much of
the epic movement and heroic quality.

has only to write a letter to her fiance
and he will see to it,"
Sienkiewiez smiled and requested
his fair petitioner to compose such a
letter. A few days later ue received
the following
"My dear Lygia: It seems that you
ought to write to Vinicus, but illness
has probably enfeebled your epistolary powers. Address Instead the simplest, most unpretensious letter to a
certain M. Henryk Sienkiewiez, who
lives in Warsaw, several centuries
hence. I have every reason to believe
that if you ask him prettily he will arrange the matter without the useless
complications of further correspon- cine."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
dence,
Buffalo,
cents.
Co.,
Foster- - Milburn
"I embrace you affectionately.- -.
Readers of "Quo Vadis" have not New York, sole agents for the United
failed to note that Sienkiewiez IK'Ver States.
describes Roman life and history as
Remember the name Doans and
though he were a Pole, a passive spec, take no other.
tator; he writes of things Roman as
any Roman In the first century might HORSE SHOW AT LONG BRANCH
have written. It is this vividness of
Long Branch, N. J., July 30. The
his art which most misleads one into annual horse show of the Monmouth
believing that his characters must be County Horse Show association opened
imaginary rather than historic person- at Hollywood Park today and will conages. Only a great "enius" can un- tinue until the end of the week. The
earth the dusty chronicles of past event Is one of the social attractions
centuries and made its men and wom-e- r of the summer season, and has attractlive and breathe and speak.
ed a large number of well known peo"Quo Vadis" kept the printers and ple. The saddle, harness, hunter and
binders working overtime to supply jumper and other classes are well fillthe demand, and thr sale eventually ed, and In addition to the regular show
totaled a million copies.
there will be a series of running races,
His next great book was "the which have attracted an unusual
Knights of the Cross," a
amount of attention.
romance of Poland and Germany that
pictured vividly how the growth of
and
Christianity was retarded by crimes Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
Diarrhoea Remedy.
done In the name of the church. This
Mr. W. S. Gunslaus, a Pennsylvania
In. "On the
appeared in
Field of Glory," the last book to be farmer, residing near Fleming, P. O.,
translated by Jeremiah Curtin before Pa., says:. "For the past fourteen
nrs I have used Chamberlain's Colic
the death of this great linguist, Sienkiewiez returned to the period when Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy In my
King John Sobieskl reigned over his family and have found It to be an exnative land, just before the Turkish cellent remedy. I always have a bot-'of it in my house and take pleasinvasion of
One of his most recent
hooks, ure in recommending it to my
"Whirlpools" describes the forces friends." For sale by all dealers.
dv.
which threaten to engulf Poland and

h
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" Traveling through the

woods one day I was looking at and handling
a little vine. When I got home I felt an
itching and burning and the
first thing I knew my face
was all swollen up.
The
poison oak affected my face,
hands, arms and chest and
it disfigured, me very much.
My face and neck were broken
out and Itched until I was
nearly crazy. I had to walk
the floor at nlKht and lost
much sleep and work also. My face, neck
and chest wure covered with a heavy rash,
I could not allow clothing of any kind to
touch the affected parts.
" I was told that
would
and
relieve me but I got no reUef. I used other
remedies without success. It got to such a
stage that If I hadn't gotten relief soon I
would certainly have lost my mind. My
mother happened to have a cake of Cuticura
Soap and a box of Cuticura Ointment in the
house and I washed with the Cuticura Soap
freely and then applied the Cuticura Ointment. I got relief at the first application and
then I slopt like a child. In three weeks
I was perfectly cured." (Signed) E. H.
DeGrasse, Mar. 28, 1913.
Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are sold throughout the world.
A single set is often sufficient when all else
has failed. Liberal sample of each mailed
Skla Book. Address postfree; with 32-card " Cuticura; Dept. T, Boston."
WMen who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will find It best for skin and scalp.

Delaware politics and eventually elevated him to the senate in the lace
of the Addicks opposition.
Senator Du Pont lays no claim to
being a speech maker or a spellbinder. Throughout his career he has
shunned rather than sought the limeHis diffidence is appreciated
light.
by newspaper reporters, and the man
who has obtained an interivew on the
political situation from the Delaware
senator is yet to present himself.
Taking Big Chances
It is too great a risk to depend upon
neighbors or sendirtg for medicine In
case of a sudden attack of bowel com
plaint. In almost e"very neighborhood
someone has died from cholera mor
bus that could have easily been saved
had the proper medicine been at hand.
Then think of the suffering that must
be endured until medicine can be oh
tained. The safe way Is to keep at
hand a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remdy. It has
never been knqwn to fail and has un
doubtedly saved the lives of many
ople. Buy it now. It only costs a
For sale by all dealers.
Tiiarter.
Adv.
PEACE CELEBRATION
Buffalo, N. Y., July 30. Many res!
dents of Buffalo and vicinity crossed

the river today to attend the first
celebration to be held on Canadian soil
in commemoration of the passing of
100 years of peace between the two
English-speakinnations, Great Britain and the United States. The cele
bration was held at Fort Erie beach,
within a stone's throw of the ruins
of old Fort Erle, which figured prom
inently In the war of a century ago
The day's program included addresses
by promient men of the United States
and Canada, among the representatives of the latter being several cabinet officials and members of the
Dominion parliaments
g

RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART
Don't overlook the grave fact that

rneumatism easily "settles in the
neatt." and disturbs the valvular action. The cure consists in removing
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills bo tone
up and strengthen the kidneys that
they keep the blood free of poisons
and uric acid crystals, that cause rheumatism, swollen joints, backache, urinary irregularities and disturbed heart
action. Try them. O. Q. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
POWERFUL WIRELESS STATION
New Orleans, La., July 30. Wireless
service to the public will begin Fri-

day, at the local station of the United
Fruit company. This isi the most
powerful station in the United States
excepting the government station at
Arlington. The plant has been in operation since May 15, but up to the
present only company business has
been handled. While business Is
handled to all points, the princip' stations of the company are in Central
and South America. ' The company
maintains a number of stations along
the Caribbean coast, the most difant
being at Santa Marta, Colombia, 1,800
miles from New Orleans. This station is reached direct in ordinary
weather and by relays during sto-m- s.

OF FOREST
INCOME
OF
THE AMOUNT
REALIZED
FROM
TIMBER
SALES IS TURNED OVER

ONE-THIR-

A circular juat issued by the forest
service calls attention to the various
laws under which more than a third
of all national forest receipts go to
the benefit of the states in which the
forest3 are situated, for schools and '
roads. In 1912 the amount of money
thus made available for state purposes
totaled about $750,000. The report
does not show the amounts due trom
the receipts of the fiscal year which
Ciosed June 30, 1913. Including these.
the states' share of national forest
funds since the law were passed has
aggregated over $3,000,000.
These facts are set forth, according
to the forest service, because a popular impression still exists, that all
money received by the government
from timber sales, grazing fees, water
power, permits, etc., is permanently
taken out of the state where it is
paid and goes into the national treas
ury to meet the general expenses of
the government. This idea is said to
prevail, to some extent, even among
actual forest users in the national for
est states, where the division of re
ceipts with the states has been going
on for years.
The circular states that part of the
gross receipts of the national forests
was first made available for schools
and roads when the agricultural aDDro- priation act of June 30, 1906, directed
the secretary of the treasury to Day
over to the state or territory in which
any forest reserve was situated ten
per cent of all money received during
the fiscal year from such reserve. The
money was to be expended by the state
or territorial legislature for the benefit of public schools, and roada In. tha
counties in which the forest reserve
lay. This legislation was recommended by the forest service because of
the recognized burden imposed locally where national forests ope-atmuch land from becoming
e

In 1908 the amount to be r"!' t
the states was Increased to .'.5
and a proviso of the earlier act
that no more should be paid to a
county than 40 per cent of its total
income from other sources was eliminated. Since this proviso was removed, some of the counties' receipts from
national forest lands have equalled
their Income from all other sources.
In August, 1912, the agricultural appropriation act for the year made
available an additional 10 per cent of
the money received from national forests to build and maintain roads and
trails within national forests for the
benefit of the public, in the states
from which these proceeds are derived. This 10 per cent "road item",
as it is called, is expended by the secretary of agriculture, who may, according to the act, "whenever practicable in the construction and mainten
ance of such roads, secure the
ation or aid of the proper state or territorial authorities in the furtherance
of any system of highways of which
such roads may be made a part." The
total amount expended under thl3
provision from the receipts of the fiscal year 1912 is $207,295. This was
apportioned among the states as follows:
Alaska $4,675, Arizona, $24,-64Arkansas $2,283, California $24,-S2Colorado $21,503, Florida $931,
Idaho $23,S09, Kansas $439, Michigan
$2, Minnesota $503, Montana $23,92G,
Nebraska $1,630, Nevada $6,054,
$11,850, North Dakota $28,
Oklahoma $351, Oregon $17,023, South
Dakota $4,226, Utah $13,604, Washington $12,758, Wyoming $12,254. '
The Wreeks law of March 1, 1911,
providing for the acquisition of lands
in the Appalachians,
provides that
five per cent of moneys received from
each national forest into which the
lands acquired are divided, be turned
over to the state for its public schools
and roads. New Mexico and Arizona
besides the sums before mentioned,
are entitled to approximately 11 per
cent of the gross proc&eds of all national forests in those states in return
for the state school sections wiMJn
national forests. This provision is
embodied in the act of June 20, 13! 0.
authorizing the admission of the new
states.
pet-cent-
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If a substitute is offered you for
Foley Kidney Pills, it means a cheaper medicine Is pressed upon you for
the dealer's profit, not yours. Foif-Kidney Pills may cost the GcaUr
more than a cheap substitute, but

Stincrs or bites of Insects that are
followed by swellings, pain or Itching
should be treated promptly, as they
are poisonous. BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It they give

better results than any oiliboth antiseptic and healing. Price er kidney and bladder medicine. As's
Sold for Foley Kidney ri!!s. O. G. Schae25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
fer and Red Cross Pras ftore. Air,
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
13
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with foreigners. But even the most
emphatic "utterance Is worse than
unless backed up by an obvious
intention to make it good. The Latin
idea that American citizenship does
not mean anything should be changed.
An American citizen should carry with
as good credentials as a Roman citizen in the days when to be a Roman
citizen was to be safe from insult at
any foreign hand. It Is shameful that
an American should be forced to represent himself as an Eni'shman in
order to secure personal protection.
The Latin character is utterly incaof
pable of understanding a policy
"benevolence" and altruism. One
must kick a Latin on the shins to
make him respectful. Kansas City
Journal.
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BOSTON GIRL LOVES PPVL ALLEN, WHO DECLARES HE IS
MEMBER OF ROYALTY
New York, July 30 "Baby Paul"
Paul," who is known here as
Paul Allen, in London as Clairmoht
Joceiyn Preston Arnott and in both
cities as "Prince de Clairmont," not
only is the hero of Elinor Glyn's
Or "My

CUTS ITS MELON

$6.00

2.00

One Year
Six Months

New 'York, July 30.
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The directors

of the Illinois Central railroad today
l
dividend of two
declared a
f
and
per cent. This is a reduction of r.' u, p. i u'U in the annual
toon seven per cent
rate, which- semi-annua-

(Cash, in Advance for Mail Subscrip-

one-hal-

tions.)
Remit by draft, check or money order. If sent otherwise we will not since 1S99.
be responsible for loss.
In expectation of the reduction, Il
linois .Central broke three points, be
Specimen copies free on
fore the announcement of the divid- dend and immediately afterwards declined four more to 107, the lowest
AT
DISCONTINUED
ALL PAPERS
price since 1839, when it sold at 105.
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
Reasons for the reduction, according
PAID FOR
to a statement issued by the directors,
were: "The unusual conditions of the
Advertisers are guaranteed the
two years, not only those affectlast
largest daily and weekly circulation
ing
business, but those beargeneral
of any newspaper in northern New
ing especially on this company."
Mexico.
The previous
payment
was at the regular seven per cent rate,
so that the total dividend for the year
TELEPHONES
Main 2 amounts, to six per cent.
Business Office
Main 9
"This had been fully earned," the
News Department
directors' statement reads, "notwith
standing severe loss of traffic and in
WEDNESDAY, JULY 20, 1913.
crease in expenses due to January and
Net earnings for May
April floods.
and June were satisfactory and esti
CITIZEN
ERICAX
AM
THE
mates for the first weeks of July show
One of the important contributing substantial increases. Operating exfactors to the present embarrassment presses are now reflecting improved
of American residents In Mexico Is conditions, due to increased efficiency
the popular impression among the of the new shop organization, and crop
atins that our country Is too weak conditions throughout the territory
f.o Drotect
Its people abroad. For served by the company's lines promises
our policy Jn this regard continued increases in business."
many
years
.
.
.
...
l
1 .
The Illinois Central first began
a
i.as Deen legitimate suuject or, criuu-isnot only in other lands but among paying 'dividends in 1887 at the rate
returned American travelers who have of seven per cent. This was reduced
In 1891 to five per cent, where it re
"had occasion to observe the contemptu-ouattitude of southern countries to- mained until 1900 when five and oneward the "gringoes.'' This attitude Is half was paid. ,The rate was raised
which was con
natural and logical. Those "of Latin to six and
lilood with whom patriotism is almost tinued until; 1905, when the old seven
a religion cannot understand wny a per cent rate was restored.
great country that Is continually
boasting of Its power should allow Its
CONDUCTORS FAVOR STRIKE
citizens in foreign lands to be subSan Francisco, July 30. A canvass
jected to indignities, entering only has been completed here of the strike
feeble protests generally couched in vote taken by the conductors and
diluted and spiritless terms.
trainmen of the Southern Pacific
And It Is not at all surprising to railroad, but Vice President Gregg
"learn that many Americans sojourn- of the Order of Railroad Conductors,
Mexico are pass refused today to make the it result
ing In
as
on
.cusiiamunu. known, and no information was availmemseives
ing
This is an ancient subterfuge made able at the office if the company.
use of iri Cuba and the Central and Unofficially it was understood that
South American republics to gain pro- the vote favored a strike, but that
tection under the flag of a government no ultimatum would be delivered
that stands not upon ceremony when while a chance stood open for further
it comes to protecting its own people negotiations.
abroad. The American who successfully passes himself off as an EnglishQUARREL CAUSES MURDER
man in a Latin country gains someFrazer, Col., July 30. Lawrence
thing of enforced respect and consid- Larson, a Denver, & Salt Lake raileration. It Is not that the Latins love road blacksmith, was probably fatalan Englishman more than an Ameri- ly shot at, noon today by J. E.
can, but they do respect the union
a telegraph operator. The
Jack and the firm diplomacy of Great shooting took place at Corona, where
Britain.
both men were , employed.
Bascable
It is rather refreshing to note some- escaped to the hills and is being purthing nejv In the tone of our recent sued by a posse headed by Deputy
Acdiplomatic interchanges with the Mex Sheriff "Whitehead of Frazer.
icans, The wanton shooting of Charles, cording to an eye witness, the shootDixon, United States immigration W ing grew out of a trifling dispute yesspector at Juarez last Saturday by terday over a paper.
drunken federal soldiers has aroused
the state department to what It terms
HORN WINS RACE
""vigorous" action. The American
Grand
Rapids, July 30. Furniture
consul la reported to have made this
manufacturers'
stage 2:12 trot; purse
virile statement to the Mexican au
first
heat:
Tommy Horn, (Mc$10,000;
not
merely request
thorities:' "I do
(N. Grady) secDonald)
Dago
first;
the arrest of these men, but in the nod ; Tenara
third ; Black
(Andrews)
name of the United States government
)
Cat
;
Fan
fourth
Patch,
(J.
(Ray)
which I have the honor to represent,
Grattan
(Geers)
Lady
fifth;
I demand thtir Immediate arrest and
their trial and punishment for this sixth; Judion Girl (Cox) seventh;
Castle Dome (Dodge) eighth. Time
crime. My government will hold the
2:07.
military authorities of Juarez personto
failure
for
obey
ally responsible
WHO KILLED HOSTE1NT
Hiis command."
This language is something that the
Chicago, July 30. Detectives today
l.fitin nature can understand. It is a continued their Search for the murdemand find a command without minc- derers of Benjamin Hostelh, 14 years
ing words. If a'J our consuls In every old, whose body, bound and gagged,
yart of the world were Instructed to with a bullet hole in the head, was
At as boldly it would not be Ion; found last Monday in a lonely spot in
before ihe "gringo" was en as sure a Morgan parM. The investigation apf:oh)' as a German, an Englishman parently has developed no new clews
ior a Frenchman in his intercourse of Importance..
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tion of being married at the Waldorf
on September 1.
In making out the marriage license
affidavit Arnott said1 that he was 27
years old and had been married once
before, his first wife being dead. Miss
Golden said that she was 32, this being her first marriage. She gave her
occupation as "private means." She
put down her city address at 434 Mad-isoavenue and Arnott said that he
street.
lived at 215 West Thirty-fourtas"
Paul
name
full
Arnott gave his
John Preston Arnott de Clairmont.
He said he was born in St. "Petersburg and that his father was Admiral
an
William
John Preston
Irishman, and his mother Princess
Blanche Olga de Clairmont, a Russian. Arnott gave his occupation as
"author, actor and classical dancer."
When she was seen at her home today Miss Golden characterized Paul
as "noble," "fascinating" and "persistent." In fact, she explained, his
nobility almost kept her from promising to marry him. She thought he
ought to marry someone in the nobility, but his ardent wooing finally
Miss Golden showed a
won her.
large emerald ring valued, she said,
at many thousands of dollars, which
has been in Paul's family for 400
years. Every bride in the house has
worn the ring during her marriage
ceremony, Miss Golden explained,
and she will be the next one.
Although "Baby Paul" has figured
in police courts, Miss Golden declared that she had every confidence In
him and that he never did anything
n

h

wrong.
"Yes, I know all the terrible things
that have happened to him," she said.
"But I know, too, that he never did
anything wrong. It was all spite "and
jealousy. I believe in him and trust
him in spite of everything that has
been said about him.

"We first met at the Waldorf, at a
social gathering. Not long after that
he began to pay me attention, and'
finally he asked me to marry him.
But I refused. I could not forget that
he was a prince and nobleman in his
own country, and it did not seem
right for me. to accept him."
She was asked whether she was
aware that at one time Paul had been
lodged in the Tombs.
"Don't speak of that!" cried Miss
Golden.
"Yes, that is what I mean.
I didn't know where he was, for he
never wrote to me, and did his very
best to keep me from finding out
where he was.
"Then, afterward, he came to see
me again. 1 naa movea, dui ne iouiki
my new address, and he was so per
sistent in asking me to marry him
that well, finally I consented, i am
very proud and happy now."
sketch of Paul
The biographical
shows that on November 4, 1911, he
was brought before the Judge of the
Bow Street court, London, on a
charge of having stolen a diamond
brooch from Lady Abdy. He testified that Lady Abdy had given him
the brooch while he was in her room
at the Hotel Savoy. The ease was
dropped. Then Paul Bued Lady Abdy
fnr rtnmnefiK for false arrest. The
jury decided that his reputation had
tieen damaged to the extent of one
farthing.
In 1912 he came to these shores.
and it was while coming up the bay
that he admitted to reporters, blush-ingly- ,
that he was the hero of "Three
Weeks." Last January he was arrested on the complaint of Miss
"Patsy" Arlington, a cabaret singer,
who said he had taken her gold
watch. When the case was brought
to trial the Jury disagreed and Paul
left the court room in search of new
adventures.
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SOCORRO, N. H.
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Enjrineering,
Mining Geology, Metallurgical Engineering,
Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and
Mechanical Engineering.
ADVANTAGES:
Requirements fully up to
those of standard schools of mines everywhere;
close proximity to a great variety of mines and
smelters, where the various metallurgical processes are illustrated; salubrious climate; water
famed for its purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cost, etc.
For full information, or catalogue, address
THE REGISTRAR

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL
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An investigation of the records of
the marriage license bureau at the
One Year
city hall disclosed that) Paul Arnott,
3.00
Six Months
otherwise Paul Allen, aad his fiancee,
GET
BUT THE SHAREHOLDERS
obtained their marriage license on
DIVIDEND
SMALLER
PIECES,
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
July 5, nearly three weeks ago, and
BEING REDUCED
GROWER
announced at that time their IntenDaily, by Mail
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unnn-imou-

TAXABLE

ber.

,...$7.50

ed." This was to have been turned
over to the purchasers or holders of
clearance receipts, provided, by a
vote of such holders, it was declared the contracts had not been
NOT OF
carried out.
This affidavit doubtless was instrumental in landing many suckers, who
thought they would have something
to fall back upon should MounDay fail
to carry out his agreements. The acPASS tion of the county commissioners in
COMMISSIONERS
COUNTY
OPINION UPON HOLDINGS OF
Topeka in declaring the stock of the
THE LAND PROMOTER
sugar company not of taxable value
will knock the props from under these
Topeka, Kan.,
Juiy 30. Don A. investors.
V
MounDay, his'wifg, Mrs. L.
Mr. Peterson also showed the repreMounDay, and Hiram C. Root were sentative of The Optic one of Mounsubpoenas! ti fore ihe county commis Day's booklets, which contained many
sion this morning. County Assessor fairy stories of sugar refineries in the
S. H. Haynes requested that the in- course of construction and fields covquisition be held to ascertain whether ered with water from irrigation ditchor not their list of taxable property es. This booklet truly was the work
had been correctly filed. The Moun- - of an expert fiction writer.
Days were last week arrested by fedAttorney A. B. Quinton, representeral authorities for using the mails to ing Don A. MounDay and wife in the
defraud. The board of county commis- litigation surrounding the affairs of
sioners decided today that stock in the the American Sugar Manufacturing
American Sugar Manufacturing and and Refining company, declares that
Refining company of Oklahoma, which he has been misquoted and that rehad not been Included in the Moun- - ports of the affairs of the sugar comDay's list, had absolutely no taxable pany and its troubles are untrue and
s
value. This decision as to the
misleading. Quinton, however, reof the MounDay company val- fused to submit to an interview or to
ues is expected by the federal authori- give out a statement regarding the
ties in their case against him.
sugar company's troubles.
be
Warm words were exchanged
Saturday Mr. Quinton was quoted
tween MounDay and Tom Lillard, as- as stating that 16,000 Kansas poople
sistant county attorney; who conducted had bought land contracts in the Moun
MounDay objected Day company. Now the Topeka lawthje '.inquisition.
to Mr. Lillard's questions, refused to yer contends that he stated or meant
answer some of them, accused the at to convey that 16,000 acres of the
torney of "bullyragging," and invited land had been sold to' Kansans and
his presence in a nearby alley. Moun that he did not know how many peoThe
Day also objected to the presence of ple had purchased contracts.
F. M. Brady, assistant district attor statement, which was made several
t,
and the fact that his official days before the raid on the offices of
stenographer was summoned to take the sugar company by postofflce
down the testimony in shorthand.
was printed substantially as
Mr. MounDay is general manager, made by the attorney. It was a volunhis wife secretary and treasurer, and tary statement made by Mr. Quinton
H. C. Root, who holds collateral se in the course of an inquiry b ya re
curities which he values at $500,000, porter concerning the similarity of
trustee for the American Sugar Manu the names of the two MounDay
facturing Refining company of Okla
homa. The three were summoned unJudge Quinton, who objected strender the statutes which provide penal uously when the postofflce inspectors
ty for any person or corporation who seized the files of the sugar com
shall knowingly give a fraudulent list pany, was very profuse in his recep
to the county assessor. MounDay on tion of a newspaper reporter several
March 1, 1913, listed his taxable prop days prior to the raid. He producel
the charter of the Oklahoma corpora
erty at $8,005.
According to Mr. MounDay's testi- tion to substantiate certain claims and
mony he constitutes the "land depart- banded a reporter the stocv book and
ment" of the refining company. He minutes of the New Mexico company
has been selling land, the proceeds to as pi oof that the company had never
be used for erecting a sugar refiner?- sold or' offered to sell real
ho valued this stock at Then he told of the number of Kansas
million
dollars,:, but that if it purchasers, of New Mexican
land
half a
were sold on the street it might not through
the Oklahoma
company,
called from another room one of the
bring ten cents.
MounDay could not tell how much company's customers and offered him
he had collected in this way. He be as Exhibit A to prove that the land
came irate at the attorney's persistent in controversy was a good investment
inquiries, pounded on the table aud and that so far as was known no one
flared at Mr. Lillard who repeatedly was asking their money back.
The Topeka lawyer and A. W.
advised him to "calm yourself, and be
Smith, one of the Incorporators of the
a gentleman."
"I've got to ask you a few questions New Mexican company, spent a porIf you don't answer them you will tion of Sunday morning in consultaget into trouble," Mr. Lillard declared. tion. Smith, who was pension agent
"I'll ask you again how much have until the Topeka office was abolished
by act of congress, concurred in
you collected?"
Moun
know,"
if
responded
"Dern
Quinton's opinion that the reports of
I,
have the company's affairs were unjust. But
Day, "the federal authorities
confiscated my papers. They're gone." no statement was made for publica"Any way you could figure it out?" tion by either of the men.
"Will you make or dictate a statepersisted Mr. Lillard.
"No," said MounDay. He was ex ment correcting any mistake which
tremely agitated and excused himself jou claim?" was asked of Quinton.
"Not at this time," said the lawyer.
several times for a drink of water. Finally he accused Mr. Lillard of "bully- "I prefer to try the case in the courts
not in the newspapers."
ragging," and declared, "I'm 65 years
The ouster suit against the Mounold, but I could lick you in a minute
like to do it, too."
Day sugar companies was heard TuesMr. MounaDy weighs 300 pounds, Mr. day morning in the supreme court.
lillard is the tallest man in town. The Hearing on the injunction suit to preencounter would have been interest- vent interference by the banking deing. The county commission succeed partment in the affairs of the Mouned in quieting MounDay and persuad Day companies was set for Wednesday
ing him to abandon his pugilistic
morning in Judge Dana's division of
the district court. The preliminary
Mrs. MounDay gave her testimony bearing on the government
case,
briefly and directly. The commission charging MounDay and his wife with
considered the situation a few seconds, fraudulent use of the mails will not
declared the stock was of no taxable be called until August 20.
i
value in Kansas, and dismissed the
'''
""'
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
proceedings.
As an' Interesting sidelight on the
New York, July 30 The very irproceedings in Topeka when the stock regular tne of today's early "stock
in the American Sugar Manufacturing market, which later became decidedand Refining Company of Oklahoma ly heavy, resulted from several highly
was declared of no taxaple value, C. conflicting developments. These InJ. Peterson, who is here investigating cluded the excellent quarterly report
the operations of Don A. MounDay of the Steel corporation', which was
for the state of Kansas, this morning largely neutralized by further news
showed a representative of The Optic of blistering heat in the corn belt and
an affidavit which was published in a reduction in the Illinois Central divithe MounDay advertising literature. dends to 4 per cent.
This interesting document showed that
The feature of the opening was
first W. W. Manspeaker, and after his heavily bought for London, but a markdeath, Hiram C. Root, was appointed ed disposition on the part of local
trustee to take charge of certain col- traders to takt profits soon dissipated
lateral securities to the amount of the rise. Elsewhere in the active group
$500,000, formerly held in trust for numerous losses of a point or more
the land department of the American were recorded before noon, Illinois CenSugar Manufacturing and Refining tral falling over seven points to the
com- lowest
price since 1889. Bonds were
company by the Prudential Trust
to firm.
was
pany of Topeka. This money
Traders showed some caution by
have been held as a guarantee to the
purchasers of lands "that all provis- putting out additional short stock afions of the contracts with the pur- ter declines had reached a level 1 to
chasers of certain lands "in San Miguel 1 under yesterday's close, and tradcounty, New Mexico, would he fulfill ing slowed down greatly. ' Coppers
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HERO OF

"Three Weeks," but has proved it,
according to Miss Elizabeth Golden
of Boston, who is engaged to marry
the hero at the Waldorf next Septem-
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were affected by the check, in prices mage, although apparently great, was
of the metal. Illinois Central added not beyond repair except where hot
another point to its loss, declining to winds had destroyed the pollen. Largely because of this idea, September re105.
Intermittent selling disclosed little acted to 65. The close was nervous
effective support, and bear operators with September
net higher at
sold stocks with more freedom than 65960.
Other grains swayed with corn. Sepfor weeks. Weakening of the technical position of the market as a result tember wheat, which opened unchangof the recent prolonged advance re- ed to
cent higher at 85
to 86,
moved a considerable element of touched 86
and fell to 86. The close
cents for Sepstrength. The cut in the Illinois Cen- was steady at
tral dividend came as a shock to spe- tember, a loss of
cent net.
to
culators, who figured that the previous
September oats started
steadiness of the stock portented poscent up at 41 to 41?i and
sible favorable action.
sagged to 41.
The market closed heavy. Such
First sales of provisions were 5
changes as occurred in the final hour cents lower to 2 cents up, Including
were in the direction of betterment, September options as follows: Pork
but trading was then at low ebb and $2125 to $21.30; lard $11.77; ribs
reflected little more than a settlement $11.80. The closing sales were as folof the day's contracts.
lows:
The last sales were as follows:
Wheat, July 84 ; September 80;
69
Amalgamated Copper
December 89; May 95.
.109
American Sugar, bid..
Corn, July 65; September
Atchison
98
Decembtr 63; May 64.
(...-..159
Reading
Oats, July 39; September 41; De93
Southern Pacific
cember
May 45.
Union Pacific
148
Pork, July $21.95; Sept. $21.
United States Steel
59
October
Lard, Septenlber $11.60;
108
United States Steel, pfd....
$11.67; January $10.70.
Ribs, July $11.45; September $11.60;
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
October $11.42.
Chicago, July 30. Cora soared today
above yesterday's
topmost figures.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Trading was so excited that sales
Kansas City, July 30. Hogs, remade at the same moment "in differ- ceipts 8,000. Market steady to 5 cents
ent sections of the pit were as much lower. Bulk $8.859; heavy $8.85
as a cent apart. DroJjht and heat, 8.95; packers and butchers
$8.809;
without much promlsi-'o- f
rain, gave lights $8..809.02; pigs $7.258.35.
the basis for the upward movement
Cattle, receipts 10,000. Market steady
of the market.
to 10 cents lower. Prime fed steers
According to high authority, there is $8.508.90; dressed beef steers $7.50
no reserve moisture in fully a third
8.50; western steers $6.758.15;
of the corn belt, and the planting is southern steers $56.75; cows $47;
in a, critical condition.
Much damage heifers $58.75; stockers and feed- has already resulted and more will ers $5.257.80; bulls $4.506.50;
follow without good rains.
calves $69.75.
to 1
Opening prices today were
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market steady
a bushel higher than last night's close. Lambs $67.40; yearlings $4,505?
September started at 65 to 66, a 5.50; wethers $4. 254. 90; ewes $3.50
rise of
to
Heavy selling on
4.50.
the advance was led by one of the
largest houses on change. This sellPILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
ing gradually made considerable imYour druggists will refund money
pression in restraining rampant bull- if PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
ish sentiment, as to corn. It was con- case of itching, blind, bleeding or protended by the sellers that crop dam- - truding piles in 6 to 14 days. Adv.

8586

65;

43;
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A BRIDE DISAPPEARS
PUBLIC SALE
Neodesha, Kas., July 30. Mrs.
I, the undersigned, will sell at Public Auction on Friday, August 8, to Mary Armstrong Dean, the
bride who disappeared' from a
the highest bidder at 1 o'clock p. m.
sharp at the Fountain Square at East park in Iola last week while on her

T. H. Bell of El Paso was a busi- Las Vegas, the following property,
ness visitor in Lag Vegas today.
David McLachlan of Los Alamos was One International automobile manufactured by the I. H. C. and ingood
a business visitor in the city today.
condition, being overhauled by an exWatrous
of
T.
Mrs.
Mr. and
Tipton
were visitors in Las Vegas yesterday pert, and new cylinder rings put in.

t:

from their home.
N. P. Webb, the mirror maker, of
Carlsbad, N. M., Is in town and will
do business. Adv.
M. K. Ament, a well known business
man of Willard, was business visitor
in Las Vegas today.
Charles Trumbull left yesterday for
Los Angeles, Calif., where he will
spend a short time on business.
this
Attorney Charles A. Spless left
afternoon for Eaton,, where he will
be on business for several days.
Elmer Veeder returned this afternoon from Raton where he has been
on a short business visit the past two
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles- Gill of Denver
tame in last night and will remain
in Las Vegas fr several weeks as visitors.
John Brunton left this afternoon for
bis home at Shoemaker after having
been a business visitor here for the
past week.
0. J. Newlander, a well known contractor of Albuquerque, came in last
night from his home for a short busi
ness visit.
F. E. Clarke, representative for a
well known business house of Albuquerque, was a business visitor in
Las Vegas today.
Al Thelin, a well known barber of
Albuquerque, came in last night from
his home at the Duke City for a few
days' business visit.
Frank Springer left this afternoon
for Raton and other places in. Colfax county, where he will be on business for several days.
Misses Ruby and Opal Jones left
this afternoon for Albuquerque vher.?
they will be the guests of Mrs. Maiy
Harris for several weeks.
J. P. McNierney of Rociada left tir
his home at that place this mornln?
after having been a business visitor
here for the past few days.
Miss Irene Earl and Miss Frances
' Walden came in last night from their
parents' ranches several miles w?.it of
the fit'-- , for a short visit here.
W. F. Miller, representative for the
Northern Assurance company, came in
last night from his headquarters at
Denver for a short business visit.
Miss Katherine O'Keefe left this
afternoon for Mountainair, where
she will attend the big Chautauqua
assembly that is to be held there
next month.
A. L. Parson of Clinton, Mich., wag
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
He is the representative for a well
known business house of Clinton, ar.ri
will remain here for several days
Miss M. C. Navarro left this afternoon for her home at Chamita, after
having been in Las Vegas for the past
two months. Miss Navarro has been
attending the Normal University.
of Spokane,
Mrs. H. T. Unsell
Wash., left this afteVnoon for her
home after having been a visitor with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Sr,. here for the past few weeks.
Mrs. Frank Thompson will leave tomorrow for her home at Urbana, Ohio,
after having been the guest of her
parents,. Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Schaefer
of this city, for the past few weeks.
Mrs. Fletcher England of Los Angeles, Calif., accompanied by her mother, Mrs. J. Detterick, left, last night
for her home. Mrs. England has been
a visitor in Las Vegas for the nas--

.

few weeks.
P. H. DF.tes, traveling representative for the department of agriculture
of the United States station locattd
near Raton, came in last night and
will remain in Las Vegas fof several
days, looking after the agricultural

interests here.
Mrs. Jerry Leahy of Raton will arrive in Las Vegas tonight for a visit
with Judge and Mrs,. David J. Leahy.
Mrs. Leahy will be accompanied by her
little niece, Miss Lucile Leahy, who
has been visiting in Raton for
Traveling in private business carj
io. lu. u. t . vv. t en, cuier euguicci
in the civil engineering department
of the Santa Fe Railway company,
passed through La8 Vegas this afternoon en route from his headquarters
at Chicago to California, where he
will remain for several weeks. Mrs.
Felt accompanied the chief engineer.
Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Lane of Albu- querque came in this afternoon from
their home and will remain in Las
Vegas for the coming month. Mr.
Lane will enter the emp'oy of The
Optic, taking the city editor's desk
In the absence of Colbert C. Root,
who will leave soon for his home at
Winfleld, Kas.,for a visit to his parents. Mr. Lane is an experienced
newspaper man.
Subscribe for The Optic.

Five passenger car.
Six head of horses.
One span of black Percheron mares
3 and 4
years old, well tnatched and
will weigh about 2,400 pounds; un-

broken.
One light brown mare 12 years old,
well broken; weight 1,250.
One gray filley 2 years old, sired
by Calhoun's' Percheron stallion.
mare 8 years old.
One buckskin
well broke to work or ride.
One white pony broke to work single or double and saddle.
Absolutely no by bids as Mr. Kier
has moved to Omaha, Neb., and can't
use these horses. These horses can
be seen at any time at the home of
H. R.- - Parker, mesa.
H. R. PARKER, Manager.
N. C. Kier, Owner.
H. R. PARKER, Auctioneer.
ASTOR'S

ANNIVERSARY

moneymoon, and whose husband,
Harvey Dean, has had the police
search for her on the theory that she
has been abduoted, was found here
today.
She was located at the home of J.
T. McCord, father or H. M. McCord,
of Iola, with whom she ran away.
Mrs. Dean declared that her husband
was madly jealous of her' and threatened to kill her. McCord, she said,
Interfered in a violent quarrel between her husband and herself in the
park! at Iola and that she went away
with him of her own accord. Airs.
Dean said she had been forced to
marry Dean by her parents and his,
and that she never would return to
him.
Mrs. Dean again disappeared late
tonight. She left here ostensibly for
Iola, but when the train arrived at
staIndependence, an intermediate
tion where the sheriff of the county
was waiting to interview fier, she was

not among the passengers.
RUSSIA

MAKES DEMONSTRATION

Constantinople, July 30. A Russian
fleet which had been cruising in the
vicinity of the Black Sea entrance w
the Bosphorous, was engaged toda'
in making soundings in the harbor of
Zonguldaka, a port in Asia Minor
about 150 miles from Constantinople.
The news of the operations of the
Russian fleet has greatly excited the
populace of the capital, but government officials say that considerable
more than a naVal demonstration will
be required to induce the Porte to
abandon the fortress of Adrianople.

Berlin, July 30. The sequlcenten-arof John Jacob Astor, founder of
the great Astor fortune, is being commemorated in Walldorf, near HeidelThe little town Is en fete in
berg.
commemoration of his birth there just
liiO years ago. He was the fourth son
of a butcher and worked in hts fath-c- t
s sbcp in Walldorf until he was 16
years old. In 1783 he went to America and Btarted in the fur 'ms'.ness,
which was the source of his :.rtune.
ITe uir.embered his birthpbue by
almshouses there, the
establishing
SUFFRAGETTE PUNISHED
foundot-oof which Vincent Astor.
Lievrpool, July 30. Mrs. Edith Rig-bof New York, and William Waldorf,
a well known suffragette, was
increased
Astor, of London, have just
sentenced today to nine months' hard
by giving $12,500 each.
labor for setting fire to the country
residence of Sir William H. Lever
WHITE SLAVERS CAUGHT
amuoi at Rivington, Lancashire, on July S,
Harrisburg, Pa., Juiy ?,(.
Ed and causing damage estimated at
and
Franklin, alias Samuel Ware,
The prisoner is the wife
ward Loud, alleged leaders of white $100,000.
a
of
with
prominent physician. She ad
slave agents, who, in company
confessei
women of questionable character, are mitted her guilt and also
the
in
Liverpool
bomb
a
outrage
declared to have trailed the Tent to
5.
on
July
cotton
exchange
on
its
United States colored cavalry
march from Vermont to Virginia, were
arrested by federal agents late today
TWO MEN KILLED
and placed in the Dauphin county 1ail
Whitefish, Mont., July 30. Great
The authorities say the men are re Northern fast mail No. 2, west bound,
sponsible for the most atrocious white was wrecked east of Rock Hill today.
slave plot the- government has had to Engineer Peck L. Forcum and Firedeal with in many years.
man Cal Smith, both of Whitefish,
were killed and Express Messenger
but will recover.
Lamb was
TWO KILLED IN STURM The cause ofinjured,
the accident has not yet
been determined. The engine left the
THAT SWEEPS CAPITAL rails and turned over, one of the mail
cars piling on top of it.
y

'
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WASHINGTON

IS VISITED

TERRIFIC DISTURBANCE
NATURE

BY

OF

A

ACCUSED OF GRAFT
Chicago, July 30. The names of
Andrew M. Lawrence, Chicago representative of W. R. Hearst, and

Washington, July 30. Two were
A. Walsh of Ottumwa, la.,
killed and several are known to have Charles
were brought into the voting machine
been injured, many small" buildings
before the Butts legislative
were demolished and large property inquiry
committee
today. It appeared that
loss was caused by a terrific wind,
Mr. Lawrence and Mr. Walsh had
rain and hail storm which swept
talked with Election Commissioner
Washington late today. The wind blew
about a voting machine conTaylor
72 miles an hour and more than one
before the contract was let.
tract
inches of rain fell in an
and one-hahour.
OLD PRINTER RESIGNS
Walter E. Hilton, vice president of
a local real estate company, and one
Colorado Springs, Col., July 30.
unidentified man were killed during Charles W. Deacon, for many years
the slorm here today in the collapse of superintendent of the union printers'
a building.
home here, has resigned, according
Wind, rain and hail swept the to an announcement made today.
capital late today, paralyzing teleTHEY LIKE ELLA
phone and. street car service and do
ing property damage. Score's" of ve
Chicago, July 30. The board of
hicles were overturned in the streets. education, by a vote of 14 to 1, re
No fatalities have been reported at fused to accept the resignation of
3:30 p. m. Four painters working on Mrs. Ella Flagg Young, superintenda swinging scaffold atop the dome ent of schools in Chicago.
of the capitol were caught there in
the gale, more than 150 feet above
Keport of the
the ground. As the storm abated res
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
BUILDING
1DTDAL
cue parties went to their aid.
OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO
The four men caught on the dome
of the capitol weathered the gale For Six Months Commencing January 1,
1913 and Ending June 3U, 1913
safely and were taken from their per'
'
.
RESOURCES
ilous position. As the storm cleared Loans on Ren Estate.......
; 1 130.5M.fW
10,905.00
reports of houses unroored and de- Longs on Collnteral Security Retil Kstate
molished came to the police, but with- Furniture and Fixtures
out definite information of loss of Cash
Bills Receivable
1,030,45
Accrued and Unpaid Interest
life or injury.
All Other Resources as Itemized
An immense crowd, gathered at the
$165, ,816.83
Total Resources..
American league pars tor the WashingtLIABILITIES
on-Detroit
was
game,
caught in Installment Stock.
$ 158,,845.14
...
Paid CJp Stock
the gale.
Surplus
3,046.69
operators abandoned Undivided Profits
Telephone
Unpaid
their switchboards in panic. Cool Dividends
Bills Payable
925,00
heads kept the crowd at the baseball All Other Liabilities as Itemized
Total Liabilities
$165,816,83
park from starting a panic. No one
Mexico 30
was hurt there. The water was two Statu of New
County of San Miftuel j
feet deep in the field. One house John A. Ross President, and John Shank Se
was wrecked in the northwest sec- cretary ofoftheLasMutual Building and Loan As
sociation
Vegas. New Mexico, a cor
organized under the laws of the Ter
tion of the city. A woman and three porationnow
State, of New Mexico, upon oath
ritory,
children took refuge in a large re- duly
sworn, each for himself deposeth and says.
anove
that
the
foreKomif statement of the
frigerator and escaped injury in the Resources and and
Liabilities of the above named
association at the close of business December
ruins. Several persons were report- 31st
1912 to June 30th., 1BI3, Is correct and true
ed slightly injured in the wreck of to tne Destoi our unowieatie ana Delief.
JOHN A. Ross, President
another demolished
building. The
John Shank,
Subscribed and sworn before me Secretary
this sat.h.
other
and
pension office, postofflce
day of July A. D. 1913.
H. Roskberry, Notary Public.
N.
holes
had
large
buildings
government
Mv commission exoires December '
ioii
torn in their roofs by lightning.
PbaiJ
lf

.
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CHAVEZ CLAIMANT

FOR. THE YOUNG MAN

FOB THE COAST

to save enough to start in business for the young woman to save
enough to buy her
trousseau, or provide a fund should misfortune come for the married woman to
save to acquire the spirit of economy for the married man to save so that his family
will not suffer in time oi misfortune,
The above are some of the real purposes of a savings account, 4
per cent interest
at the

TITLE
IF

HE
DAY

DEFEATS CHICO ON FRIHE WILL HAVE A RIGHT
TO MAKE LOUD TALK

Benny Chavez, champion bantamweight fighter of the Hocky Mountain
region and contender for the world's
title in his class is working hard in
Albuquerque for his coming bout with
Chlco, which will be fought Friday
night Benny, in the estimation of
the Denver fans and sporting writers,
is a coming champion while on the
Pacific coast he is known as a lucky
chap. There is little doubt but that
he has made good thus far in the
game, lie has defeated the, best in
the southwest and decisively won from
Battling Chico of Los Angeles. As
Chico is one of the best on the coast
with the exception of perhaps two or
three men who are there from easto-- u
cfties, Benny can now lay cla.m io
the championship there until defeated
by one op the coast r.ien.
ac, Chavez's first battle with Chico,
cording to his own statement, did no'
show his quality.
Being forced to
train from a solid tunch of muicle down
three pounds lighter than the weight
at which he usually fights, he was in
a poor condition to do himself justice.
However, the bout had been arranged
and rather than disappoint the promoter, Benny went in and took a beating. That he could decisively beat
Chico was shown last month when he
won from him In the eleventh round
in a fast fight which was in his favor
all the way.
After his battle with Chico, Chavez
will go to his home town, Trinidad,
and there make arrangements to meet
the best in his class. It is possible
that he may be matched with Abe
in Denver next month or with the
s
winner of the
bout
that is to be fought in Los Angeles
on August 12. In any case, he will
be placed against the best In his class
and if dissipation does not get the
best of him will soon be the cham-

PEOPLES BANK

CAPITAL

FLOUNDERS TO
BE HERE SUNDAY

.

.

5112,000.00

i

TODAY'S BASEBALL
National League
at Chicago; clear.
Brooklyn at Pittsburg; clear.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati; clear.
Boston at St. Louis; clear.

Tasty Summer Breakfasts

American League
Chicago at New York; clear.
St. Louis at Philadelphia; clear.
Detroit at Washington; clear.
Cleveland at Boston; clear.

KEEN mornfng appetite is a real

New York

American Association.
Milwaukee at St. Paul; ciouay.
Kansas City at Minneapolis; rain.
Toledo at Columbus; cloudy.
Louisville at Indianapolis; clear.
Denver
Lincoln
Wichita
Topeka

Western League.
St. Joseph; clear.
at Des Moines; clear.
at Omaha; clear.
at Sioux City; clear.

at

YESTERDAY'S

BASEBALL

National League.
At St. Louis New York,
St.
Louis,
At Cincinnati
Cincinnati, 6;
Brooklyn, 5.
At Chicago Boston, 9;. Chicago, 1.
At Pittsburgh Philadelphia,
7;
Pittsburgh, 4.
0--

American League.
At Philadelphia Philadelphia, 8;
Detroit, 0.
New
At New York Cleveland,
York,
At Washington Washington, 2; St.
Louis, 1.
At Boston Boston, 2:5; Chicago,
2--

0--

WILL SUPPORT THEIR BASEBALL
TEAM WITH EXCESS OF
ENTHUSIASM

TRUST CO.

rt

Caponi-William-

MM

(El

-

made him an easy winner. The Texas
man made a pretty rally with the
score 5 to 1 against him and took the
seventh game, but lost the last game
on a double fault. Shelton took the
first two games of the Second1' et 'by
clever back-couwork, but Griffin
took the next set,
giving him the
match.

At-te-

Louis Newman, who fought a draw
with Stanley Yoakum in this city last
week is managing Chavez and unless
he can show more class in the future
when against good boxers, will prob
ably leave the game as a fighter, and
complete his work in the sporting
world by managing Chavez. Newman
will be forced to win a
go
before he can make a hit in the lightweight class.

-

GEES

.

pion.

-

Western League.
At Topeka Topeka, 7; Denver, 2.
At St. Joseph St. Joseph, 2; Omaha, 1.
Ten automobiles loaded with the
7;
At Sioux City Des Moines,
baseball funs of Wagon Mound will Sioux City, 1.
come to Las Vegas Sunday to boost
their
team when it crosses
bats with a local organization of bah
STANDING J5FJHE CLUBS
With this number of people
bugs.
from Wagon Mound and all the enNational League
thusiasts of Las Vegas, it is expected
Won Lost Pet.
Club
that the attendance at thegame will New York
.707
65
27
be large.
53
Zi
.09
Philadelphia
.516
Harry Kelly, the manager of the Chicago
45
-- 48
local team, has been making ar- Pittsburgh
.495
46
45
for his Brooklyn
rangements for the line-u.483
45
42
aggregation, but as yet has not de- Boston 51
39
AH
cided as to who shall pitch. Judge Cincinnati
.385
59
37
D. J. Leahy has been suggested as a
.383
58
-- 36
St. Louis
capable man to piace in the box,
while a number of other men have
American League
applied for the position.
Won Lost Pet.
Club
The Wagon. ..Mound .bunch, with
.702
28
66
Philadelphia .
cheers and loud noises, hope to make Cleveland 158 38 .604
short work of the Las Vegas team
.579
40
Washington - .... -- 55
and have placed no limit on the score
.510
49
51
Chicago ,
4B
.500
they will run up. They have arrang- Boston -- 46
ed to place the heaviest man of Detroit
"59
.404
1
-- 40
T2
.386
Wagon Mound behind the bat so that St. Louis
39
.319
their pitcher will not lose the ball. New York
62
29
The first baseman will be a star In
every respect and according to inforWestern League
mation received here today will lack
Won Lost Pet.
Club
.653
34
several feet of being the tallest man Denver 64
1
of Wagon Mound. They will have a Des Moines
.557
43
54
45
.536
52
strong outfield and the other mem- Lincoln
.520
bers of the infield will also be first St. Joseph
47
51
.490
classers. That the game will be fast Omaha
51
49
52
.453
43
may be readily shown by the Interest Topeka
.412
57 ,
that has already oewa exhibited Sioux City
-- 40
2
.380
38
among the local fans. That home Wichita - runs will be common next Sunday
when the Las VeSa9 Players are at
CROSS WINS FIGHT
bat is the general opinion. McWeine,
Las Angeles, July 29. Leach Cross
Duncan and other stars will appear of New York got the decision last
in the Las Vegas line-up- .
night over Matty Baldwin of Boston,
at the end of 20 unexciting rounds at
GRIFFIN IS WINNER
the Vernon arena. It was Cross'
won the fight all the distance. In the last few
Chicago, July
first set from Shelton, in the western rounds Baldwin rallied slightly.
The
tennis tournament today,
game
Californian's superb
Subscribe for The Optic

Prepared by Electricity
de-

light on hot days. It gives you zest
and vigor to perform your daily tasks
better. Delicious, palatable breakfasts
may be prepared all summer long, if you
have an Electric Toaster. If you ever
have had the delightful experience of
eating toast made on an Electric Toaster, you know how good it is how its
savory, wholesome odor, its crisp, golden
brown color tempt your flagging appetite. You can enjoy this convenience in
your home.

An Electric Toaster

Convenient and Economical
It costs very little to own and use an
Electric Toaster It is decidly convenient, too simply attach the plug to any
convenient electric socket, twitch the
switch and the Toaster is ready in a
moment no bother ormuss. The toast
is always fresh and tasty, because it Is
prepared just as it is needed.

Las Vegas Light and Power

Company

all-sta- r

SUMMER

EXCISIONS

TO

p

ALL

POINTS

IN COLORADO

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.

-

..

$11.90
Fare for round tripjColo. Sp'gs $13.70
(Denver, . . $16.60
-(Pueblo

Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares to other points,

call at ticket office.

lffin

d
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H6e

NOTICE

In the Matter of the Estate of Eliz
abeth A. Davis, Deceased.
,
To Whom It May Concern:
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that Mrs. Allie D. Glass-forthe undersigned, was appointed
on the 7th day of July, 1913, executrix of the state of Elizabeth A. Davis,
having
deceased, and all persons
claims against said estate will present the same within the time pre
scribed by law, or thereafter be for
ever barred.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., this
Sth day of July, 1913.

I )

X)
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AMD

Executrix.
When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawn a good deal in the daytime, you
can charge it to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to get full of
impurities. HERBINE cures all dis
orders produced by an Inactive liver.
It strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system in
Price 50c.
good healthy condition.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

LODGE

CHAPMAN

COLUM
rOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS .

A.

A

ADVER-

-

cents per line each Insertion
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
advertisements
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Flve

M.

NO. 2, A. F. & L. O. O.. MOOSE
Meets secend
fourth Thursday
Regular comevenlns

aat

imi

munication flrBt and
montb at W. O W. Hall. Vltitiat
third Thursday In
brothers cordially invited. Howard
each month. Ylsitlng
J. Thornhill,
T. Davis, Dictator;
brothers cordially
Secretary
Wm. P. Mills,
W. M H. S Van Petten, Secretary. J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 84V
I. O. ot B. B. Meets
every first
LAS VECA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the vesbrj
rooms of Temple Monteflore at
Reg- KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
conclave
secd Ma- - o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers ar
2 ,lar
Aav In Ajarh mmitil at
Isaac
invited.
Appal,
' at 7:3) p. m. G. H. cordially
fsonic Temple
President, Charles Greenclay, 8m
KlnkeL B. C; Chas. Tamme.
retary.

0.
Regular con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Mood, Secretary.

s

j

1.

MASONS

ordered liver and by constipation
Take Chamberlain's Tablets and you
ill improve them both. For sale by
all dealers. Adv. '

O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

Meets every Monday evenln at
their hall on Sixth streeL All rial
ing brethren cordially ln'ted to a
N. G.; Gui
F. D. Fries,
tend.
V.
T.
M. El wood.
G.;
Lehman,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedsicock, cemetery trustee.

NO. S, ROY

CHAPTER

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

mprove Your Complexion.
Vour complexion as well as your
temper Is rendered miserable by a dis

You can get the paper for $7.80 per
year paid in advance, and we present
you with a

o
8

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WA13T

RATES

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND RtGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD3 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

MRS ALICE D. GLASSFORD,

Get Your Boy or GM a

GO-CYCL-

OPTIC

13he

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

HANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet it the Forest ot Brotherly
8. Meets first and third Fridays
NOTICE.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
Masonic
at Woodmen of the World
Love
m.
in
Temple,
at
7:30
p.
and
Fishing
The La' Jara Hunting
Mrs. J. O. Rutledg. Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourt
club has leased the La Jara and Tip
Mondays of each month at 8 p. sa.
tron; Mrs. Acnes Tripp, Secretary.
lakes, which are the two northern'
Cj H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmie
Telephone Mala
most of th group of Kroenlg'a lakes
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local D3
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No WANTED Girl for
general house FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO
uty. Visiting members are eepe
or
person will be allowed jo hunt
work. 1102 Eighth street. Phone
at daily welcome and cordlclly invlv
102 Me
Monday
night
every
fish upon this property except mem'
Vegas 202.
ed.
O. R. C. Hail, on Dougla avenue.at
oers of tho club, and all persona goare
members
?
o'clock.
Visiting
show
to
must
be prepared
ing there
J. C. WerU, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURcordially welcome.
a membership card in this organiza
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets In W.
Buhler
T.
secretary;
J.
president:
tion. Otherwise they will be arrest'
treasurer.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
C.
H.
Bally,
ed for trespassing.
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for
'
and third Mondays of each month,
THE LA, JARA HUNTING
light housekeeping.. 921 Lincoln
'
and
second
Meets
ELKS
B.
O.
P.
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and LaAND PISHING CLUB.
avenue.
each
of
fourth Tuesday evening
dles always welcome. O. L. Flers-mastreet
Ninth
on
home
Elka
month
President; A. D. Tillman, Fin
FOR RENT Five room residence with
broth
avenue.
and
Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local
Visiting
Douglas
ancier;
bath. 902 Fourth street. S. Rosen
Z. W.
ersare cordially invited'. Gov. Wm.
deputy, 908 Jackson avenne;
thai.
1011
assistant
J. Mills, Kxalted Ruler; D. W. Condeputy,
Montague,
don, Secretary.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.

E.

Wanted

For Rent

o

n

ror ruin

FURNISHED rooms for light house
keeping; bath included. 502 Main
KNIGHTS
street, corner Fifth.

This elegant Rogers'

o
o

CIL

Silver Spoon
-i-

FOR RENT Cheap, two four room
houses on Eleventh street. Call 307
Eleventh or Phone Main 176.

f you use

EMPRESS

Cheap, seven room stone
Call
house at 16 Grand avenue.
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main

FOR RENT

FLOUR

OF COLUMBUS,
804.

NO.

EL

DORADO

OLD SUBSCRIBERS

!

G-

-

o
o

.

i

as well as new may take advantage of
this proposition, but all subscriptions
must be paid up to date before credit
will be allowed on GOC YCLJ subscriptions.
Cut 6ut this coupon, write in your
name and address and the name of the
boy or girl to whom you want the
given and send it in to the OPTIC

G

o
o
o

i

FLOUR really is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

ajar

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' 5 A A
STANDARD

o
o

SILVER
FRENCH-GRE-

tained in

pay in advance $

HUNKER A HUNKER

uoorge

H. Hunker

Chester

A,

Attorneys-at-Lav-

Las

to be

le

o
o
o

fj

H.

DENTISTS

given absolutely free to

Name of boy or girl

DR.

F. 6. HUXMANN

Dnntlst

Dental work of any description
moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main
East Las Vegas, N M.

!5he
jit
3

AUTOMOBILE,

V

uaJ

V

y

V'sa.

CARRIAGE

SIGN PAINTING

HER.AVE.MAN
429

N. O.

t

K.J

GRAND

No.

THIA8
ery Monday even
tag in Castle Hall
Knlghti
irisltirg
ere cordially lnvlt
ei. Chas LiebaeB
Chancelloi
ner,

No

8.
19.

.

1.

.

.

S..

.

7..

.

.

.

.

p. m
a. m

p. m

WEST BOUND
No.
No.
No.
No.

.

l:l
6:15

p. m

1:20
6:10
4:20
6:35

a. m....p. m
p. m

-

3

i
"

'

a.

i

4:30 p.
7:00 p.

i
i

Subscribe for The Optic.

II

CRYSTAL IDE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs o any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
.20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
'
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
1200

Phone Main 227

Lincoln Ave

feverish condition, corrects the stomach and checks looseness of the bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Subscribe for The Optle.

100 Ibt
.25c per 100 lbs.

.....20c per

..30c per
40c per
50c per

,100 lb.
100 lbs.
100 Ibt.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.

a

OFFICE 701 DOUGLA8 AVENUE

Z9

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

His Indigestion Cured at Last
After spending hundreds of dollars

dou-

Each Dei very

1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 Ibe., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

taining opium or morphine. They
constipate the bowels and do not
cure, only stifle the cough. Examine
the label and if the medicine con
tains these harmful opiates refuse It.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
contains no opiates, Is healing and
soothing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

ble affliction of hot weather and bowel disorders, the remedy needed Is
BABY ELIXIR. It reduces the

RETAIL PRICES

lbs., or More,

2,000

DON'T use a cough medicine con-

When the baby is suffering the

--

r

The agpnizing discomfort and sense
that accompany hay
fever and asthma may be greatly a1
leviated by the use of Foley's Hone:
and Tar Compound. It has soothing
effect on the mucus linings, and relieves the gasping and ticklin? sensation in the throat and bronchial
tubes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

for medicine and treatment for indiProfessional health Culture for Ladl
gestion and constipation with only
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
temporary relief, C. H. Hlnes, of Whit
General Massage, Hair and Bcaii low, Ark., was permanently cured by
Treatment. Facial Massagfe, Manlcnrt Chamberlain's Tablets. For sale by
all dealers. Adv.
Plara Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p m. to 3:30 p. n

PujL Go
M

..'1

KNIGHTS

:15
11:05
2:10 a
2:1

p. m

Adv.

of suffocation

New Mexi

Vegas.

4.

NO.

LODGE

--

can be ob
city from

ALL GROCERS

Address
Go-Cyc-

this

No.

9:10
.11:05
.
2:05
. 1:45

.

.

Take Hall's Family Pills for conBti

pation.

EMPRESS

epan.

2.

ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Seal.
l

LING) FINISH

JV.ame.

C)
C)

Y

(STER-

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic lor '52,$ for which I agree
to

There Is more Catarrh in this sec
tion of the country than all other dis
eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be Incur
able. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by con
stantly failing to cure with local treat
ment, pronounced it incurable. Sci
ence has proven Catarrh to be a con
stitutlonal disease, and therefore re
quires constitutional treatment. Hall'i
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by P. J.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutional cure on the mar
ket. It is taken internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case it
fails to cure. Send for circulars an
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.. To
ledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.

Go-Cyc- le

o
o
o

f

i

EAST BOUND

Arrive
No.

OF PV
Meets ev

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
hill. Phone Purple 5301.

a present for doing something
you d do any
way when you
learn how Much
Betfer EMPRESS

LOCAL TIME CARD

fourth Thursday In O. R. C. HalL
Visiting memPioneer building.
bers are cordially invited. Richard
Devtne, G. K.; Frank Ansel, T. 8. i

176.

It 's giving you

COUN-

Meets second and

Classified ad search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BIT the particular thing i worth most
That property reu want to sell is WORTH MOST vo soweea
nd would sever hear
who reads the ada. In this newspaper
your property unless it were advertised here.
want (a
Others, who read and ana er ads. in this newspaper
are anxious to pay eaah for) books, automobiles, used macMaery
!
and furniture, article of Ksetulness of any sort, and musical
struments.

the classified ada. are read b) aU possible bnyeia, of all
sorts of thlass, they have come to be finders of the best

As

keta.

,

b?
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1

enough to make one petulant. To setyou." Little Ella was more conversant tle the
question so that she could go
with the ways of the world.
to sleep, little Ella added:
"And what did you say finally be- back
"Look on my bureau and you'll see
comes of this money you have to
:t 'program of tho Dave Kerr Demmy-erati- c
pay?"
club ball."
"The boss gits It."
walked over to the bureau
Gloria
"Oh, yes. This boss who Is he?
of odds and ends, and
with
its
jumble
What does he do to earn his money?"
began to turn over the things me-

-

pr.'dA

i&

m

n

If

lllusraf ions

v

7C

COPYRICHT BY A.CM?CLURC

iPdtTfns

CO., 1913

was, made answer herself.
I Tinow.
The fine gentlemen what buys the
votes.
An' when they needs more
CHAPTER
Kerr, a motherless money fer more votes they send the
tflrl who has spent most of her life at p'lice 'round, an' us poor girls has to
school, arrives at her father's home In
Belmont. David Kerr Is the political boss pay, always pay."
of the town and Is anxious to prevent his
"I never dreamed of such a thing."
'daughter learning of his real character.
"I tol' you you didn't know. Why:
CHAPTER II Kendall, representing the oncet I was good like you, too. An'
'Chicago packers, is negotiating with now," she
began to sob ''now I'm
Judge Gilbert, Kerr's chief adviser, for a
valuable franchise. They fear the oppodown an' I can't git up. I can't git
sition of Joe Wright, editor of the reform
up. It's too late."
ipaper.
Suddenly Gloria remembered the
"
"CffilPTER ill Kerr asks the assistance
ot Judge Gilbert In Introducing Gloria to power to which she would appeal
iBelmont society and promises to help him Where a minute before had been darktout through the packers' franchise and let ness and
uncertainty was now the
3lm have all the graft.
clearness of a summer day.
CHAPTER IV Gloria meets Joe
"It's never too late," she Insisted
are on
t the Gilberts. It appears they Wright
Intimate terms, having met previously In "Remember, Fm not alone. My fathei
:& touring party In Europe.
will help me. He's brave and good and
CHAPTER
twits Wright on strong, with a heart of gold. I can't
ihls failure to keep an engagement
to change the world's ways, maybe, but
meet her In Paris. He explains that the can
do something to make Belmont
death of his mother prevented his going
"toParie.
better with my father's help and

8YN0P813.

1

"CHAPTER VI The Gilberts Invite
Gloria to stay with them pending the
refurnishing of the Kerr home.
CHAPTER VII One society bud who
refused to meet Gloria Is forced to do so
when her father Is made to feel Kerr's
power.

CHAPTER
begins his
fight against the proposed franchise in
the columns of his paper, the Belmont
Vlll-Wri- ght

News.

CHAPTER IX
his
Kerr, through
henchmen, exerts every influence to hamper Wright in the publication of his paper.
CHAPTER X Gloria realizes she is not
being received by the best society and is
unhappy. She takes up settlement work.
VT

TT

r.A

t.l

11,..,

yours."
Gloria was a doughty Crusader, and
was eager to plunge at once into the
work of reform. She was going to
permit her father to be a ways and

means committee, but she intended to
have a thorough grasp of the whole
situation herself.
"Why do you pay this this blackmail?" Gloria demanded.
"I've got to live. What else can 1
do now? I'm down, an' in debt."
"But they can't keep you from living."
"They can send me to the work-

p

;

J.fljF

lng
at Gilbert's
a donation Gloria meets
He proposes and is accepted
waiting to be called into the conference.
ght
refuses to sell
CHAPTER
his paper and declares ne will fight to a

CHAPTER

XIH-Call-

office to solicit

Wright
while

XlV-Wri-

finish.

CHAPTER XV The Belmont News ap51oria
pears with a bitter attack on Kerr. to
liscalls Wright a coward and refuses
ten to any explanation from him.
Gloria
CHAPTER XVI Broken-heartedecides to plunge more deeply Into settlement work.
CHAPTER XVIT She calls on a sick
girl of the underworld named Ella.

CHAPTER XVIII.

g

"Huh!

He's the law in this town."
"Do you mean to tell me there Is a
man so base," demanded the daughter
of David Kerr Indignantly, "this boss,

that spends his time collecting this
i
money?"
Little Ella had come to realize soon
after they had met that she was dealing with a fledgling. Hence she bore
with her and answered her question
,
patiently.
"Gosh!
Little time. he spends collecting money down here." Her tone
indicated clearly that he -- pent no
time at all. "What's the cops fer? anger there were, directed toward her
What's Mike Noonan fer? He's got father, but now in the first moments
other things to do himself. I oncet when she saw herself as Belmont saw
knowed a young lawyer, an' he tol' me her humiliation conquered all other
Her first thought of Joe
the boss got his from the big gamblln' emotions.
houses,, an' the street car comp'ny, an' Wright was that he had kept the truth
the 'lectric light comp'ny, an' big from her. She could not grow more
sick at heart, comparatively feeling
things like that."
"Then you're just a drop In the was out of the question because she
bucket." The magnitude of the "sys- was completely crushed, but she saw
tem" was just beginning to dawn on as in a book that had been written and
Gloria. She now saw that its ramifi- laid away as finished, the sacrifice
cations were many, that there must be he had made for her, the supreme remuch that even this woman, for all nunciation he had made because be
her knowledge, could know little of. would not denounce her father before
While she could not learn all from Lit- her.
tle Ella, she could learn enough to
JThe thought Of how different her
had been from what she
make her father investigate.
"There's enough of us drops in Bel- had planned made her laugh hystericmont to fill a pretty big bucket," the ally. Then when she recalled the few
girl admitted. "Gimme a drink o' wa- staunch friends she had made she
ter, will you? I never was so dry at clutched wildly at the hope that after
all it was untrue.
a Dutch picnic."
Gloria poured a glass of water for
"It's a lie, every word of It, a lie his
her. Then, feeling that she had not enemies Invent What big man but
been considerate in asking the girl to has about him envious wasps that
tax her little strength by the recital of prick and sting? Judge Gilbert, Mr.
a story that sadly wasted her vital en- Kendall, Doctor Hayes, they'll all say
that he Joe Wright! What of him?
ergy, she begged her to reBt
"You're still a bit feverish. Lie What will he say?"
down now and rest. Try to go to
She put this man that had loved her
In one balance and the other men in
sleep, and I'll sit here and read."
Soon her patient seemed to sleep, the other. He outweighed them all,
and Gloria picked up a book and tried and the momentary hope was gone.
to read-- The revelations to which she She could see it all now. As the
had listened made all possibility of
attitude of Belmont revealed Itconcentration upon the printed page
out of the question. Suddenly it oc- self to her bit by bit she burled her
In her arms and sobbed.
curred to her that she did not know face
"And I was so proud, oh, so proud!"
in-name.
t
the boss'
Just as this came
o her mind, the girl turned restlessly moaned the daughter of David Kerr.
Joe! You did love me! I Bent
and opened her eyes. Finding that "Joe!
him away, and 1 neverunderatood.
she was awake, Gloria asked:
I
"Tell me, what's the name of the Now can see it all.I The social slights
could not underthe
cold disdain
boss?"
died away
"Eh? What?" Little Ella was not stand the whispers thatears-all,
all,
before they reached my
awake.
thoroughly
"What's the name of the boss? I all because I was David Kerr's daughter, David Kerr, the boss of Belmont."
want to tell father."
Her father's name exercised a fasci"His name? Oh, It's Kerr. He's ol'
nation over her. Again and again she
Dave Kerr. Ever hear of him?"
it, her lips curling with
Having roused herself sufficiently to repeated
scorn.
answer the question, Little Ella sank
"David Kerr, the boss of Belmont!"
again into a doze.
As for Gloria, It almost seemed that she cried with a contempt that wrung
the words meant nothing to her a t all. her heart. "David Kerr,! the king of
David Kerr,
So slowly did her mind accept this In- underhand manipulators
the man these wretched women look
telligence that the fall of the book un- to for
protection and pay him for it!"
noticed to the floor did not seem renew thought was a poisoned
This
in
in
lated
fact it
point of time. Yet
sank into her heart. As
arrow
that
told that her mind was intent upon
one question: Who was the boss of she dwelt upon it her eyes fell upon
her handsome tailored coat and her
Belmont?
beautiful
hat 6he had laid aside.
Dave
"Kerr!
Kerr! Old
Kerr,"
"And
the money these unhappy
with
still rang In her. ears. "The boss?
he God in Heaven!
Dave Kerr? I wonder what relation " creatures pay, he
come from for
The very ignominy of the thought re- Where did the I money
wear? What shall I
these clothes
strained her. "No, no, no. It's all a do? All these years, and I never
I couldn't be- knew!"
mistake. It can't be
lieve it. There can't be any relation
Where the money came from to pay
It's absurd. for her handsome clothes wracked her
of my father's my fa
It would be maddening, tin; suspicion as poignantly as would a great physof such a thing. Why, my father's-thical pain. Her thoughts were incohersoul of honor."
ent, skipping from one horrid phase
Without warning, Joe Wright came of the situation to another. Though
into her mind; Joe Wright, her evil) they were disconnected, they were not
vague. Each was a ruthless view of
genius."
"What did the paper say? 'The her deplorable position.
king of underhand manipulators, Da"Why did he let me com6 home?
vid Kerr!" The kins!" she muttered How can I bear to have anyone look
aloud, and clapped her hand over her at me on the street? I can hear them
niot'th at the word. The thought of now saying, 'That's she, the boss'
such a thing widened her eyes with daughter. See her fine clothes. We
terror and set her heart to beating know where the money came from to
high with sudden fear. "But not this, buy them.' And I, like a leper, must
O God! Not this."
ever cry, 'Unclean, unclean,' and see
She repeated the pathetic words of those whom I would love flee ever
on before me."
Little Ella.
" 'There's enoV.gh of us drops in Bel- J This made her think again of Joe
mont to till a pretty big bucket' oh, Wright. Surely he had loved her beit can't be my father! It can't be my yond all reason to have wished to
father! He has a daughter It's all marry her, the daughter of such a
a horrid mistake. There must be an- man.
other David Kerr. I'm sure."
"Joe, poor old Joe, how he ha3 sufGloria sjsrane from her chair and fered because ot me." She had chosen
in her blindness not to listen to him
seized the sleeping woman roughly by and now he was gone forever. She
he arm.
had obeyed the dictation of pride and
"Listen to me. Tell me something stifled the prompting of love, and now
more of David Kerr."
her punishment seemed greater than
She shook Little Ella into a con- she could bear. "He did love me. He
scious state and repeated the question. knew, and still loved me. And I drove
"Which David Kerr is it?"
(
him away. Well, it was better so; but
"There's only one I know of," an- he did not love me once. It's better
swered Ella. "He's got a real estate so for him."
office on Fifth street."
It was now a far more grievous pros"What!"
than that of the long years which
pect
beThe net of circumstances was
had confronted ber when she had realing drawn tighter and tighter about ized the previous day how solitary was
one man, and that man her father.
to be her way. Then she had had po"Are you sure he's the man, girl?"
sition, power, and pride; .now these
Gloria asked the question in as sub- had been stripped from her, and nothdued a manner as possible. Suddenly
had been given her in their stead.
she had become afraid. She did not ing
In a passionate flood of tears she sank
wish to arouse suspicion.
to the floor and cried as if her heart
"Sure, he's the man." It tried one's would break.
patience to. be roused from sleep, and
Through it all Little Ella slept, not
then Jo jneetjwjtb. cqntradiction jyas knowing thal.ll
being
g

bat-flin- g

(Continued from Yesterday)

Gloria had not been reared withoul
an understanding of the various layers of society. Of those close to hei
own station In life she had an intimate
and intelligent knowledge, but as she
;went down the scale her acquaintance-ishigrew slighter and her understand-linmore vague. The poor creatures
whom as a claBS Little Ella now represented to her were almost as foreign
:and as misunderstood as would be a
lama of 'Thibet. Having no knowledge,
she could have no real pity.
Gloria had never dreamed, even
iwhen she tried to put the worst possible construction on what few things
,she knew, that the world could be so
cruel. Never for an instant had she
thought that it was possible for men
whom she regarded as upright and
honorable to be engaged directly or indirectly in exploiting vice and ignorance. It had never occurred to her
that men whom she might know, some
,of them owned dreary blocks of hovels
and tenements from which high rents
were secured only because the people
who lived In them were not respect-iable- .
Poor and honest tenants could
'have paid but poor and precarious
rents.
As little Ella told her story of the
'"system" at Gloria's request, her voice
In(grew shriller and shriller as the
dictment grew graver. She talked
rapidly, sometimes turning aside from
the direct channel of her revelation,
to explore some little eddy of a specific instance which made her account
a reality. Gloria could have credited
something to exaggeration had it not
been that just at the moment she
thought the girl was beginning to
draw on her imagination some incident would be introduced suddenly to
make the; whole thing ghastly real.
For the first time the daughter of
;David Kerr learned of the peddlers of
showy dresses, the venders of- cheap
perfumery, the stealthy disseminators
of cocaine, and the many other leeches
that fatten on the unfortunate of the
underworld. She learned that all the
misery was but a monument to human
greed. Nothing was exploited In
which there was not a profit of three
or four hundred per cent. Nothing
was exploited which did not tend to
kill the finer feelings, reducing the
poor victims In time to the level ol
brutes.
"And the men down here," Little
Ella cried, the memory of the good,
wholesome men whom she had known
In her earlier life coming back to
smite ber, "poor ignorant excuses fer
men, most of 'em all they're good fer
is to steal an' lie an' live off us wom
en, an' vote the way the boss tells, 'em
on lection day. An' who's responsible fer that?
Say?" Gloria could
make no reply, and Ella, whose pause
uncouth as she
, had been rhetorical,

asked.

"I Don't Understand."
house." And at the thought Little
Ella shuddered.
"Whom does this money go to? 3
want to get that part of It absolutely
straight so I can tell father."
"It goes to the boss, of course."
Little Ella made this statement in
manner. The methods
a matter-of-fac- t
of the "system" were so notorious
that she did not have to think a moment before giving her answer.
The boss. Here was a factor in the
game of which Gloria as yet had had
no inkling. The boss. What does he
do? Now she desired to know about
this boss.
"The boss?" Both the ton of hei
question and the look on her face de
noted her interrogation.
"Yes, the boss gits the money." Lit
tie Ella saw that it would be necessary for her to explain. "I thought
everybody in Belmont knowed that. I
gives it to Noonan mostly, but som
times the
collects, an'
sometimes they both do."
on the
This double collection wns-n'-t
square, but what was elm to do?' If
she complained, she knew oo well
what would happen to her.
"Who's Noonan?"
"Mike Noouan? He runs the saloon
downstairs, au' reuts me this room
He gits a rake-of- f
from 'most everybody down here."
"He must be a rich man."
"Oh, some but he's got to pass a
lot of it on."
"And you say the police know about
this?"
Little Ella looked at her in amazement To Gloria a policeman was a
stalwart Individual with white gloves
who halted traffic while she crossed
the avenue. To the other a policeman was an enemy, a grafter who never overlooked an opportunity to feather his own nest or line his own pocket-book.The best that she ever could
say for any one of them was that he
was an autocratic rowdy. Gloria's simplicity in asking if the police knew of
this tribute caused her to reply:
"They ought to they git some of
it. The:i the man higher up gits his."
"I can't believe It. When you get
well I want you to come and tell my
father all this. He is he'" an influential man. 'm sure je'll holy you.
He shall help you," si. added ecisive-ly- ,
"and every poor, unhappy person
down here, because I shall tell him
to."
Little Ella looked at her, all admira
tion for such power.
"Gee! I wisht I had a pa like
yourn," was all that she could say.
"He can't know that such things are
happening here every day in Bel
mont."
"If hs i'.i, I reckon he wouldn't tell
round-sergea-

CHAPTER

XIX,

Grief made Gloria insensible to the
flight of time, and how long she had
been prostrate on the floor before
chanically.
"No, not that. Look behind that sounds on the stairs aroused her she
photygraft. That's it. That's his pic did not know. Thinking that it must
be Mrs. Hayes returning with a phyture on the front."
Gloria gave one look. The picture sician, she rose hastily and tried to
remove all traces of her tears. She
was that of her father.
For a time Little Ella chattered wished above all to avoid explanations,
drowsily, but Gloria did not hear. She and If none was asked she did not
was prostrated by a grief that numbed wish to have her grief misconstrued.
her every faculty. The foundation of But It was not Mrs. Hayes, for Gloria
could hear the heavy tread ascending
her faith had been swept away.,
.
What she beheld seemed to burn it- to the floor above.
Little Ella was restless and rolled
self into her brain. On the cover of
the program were the words: "Annual and tossed In her sleep. The daughter
Ball. David Kerr Democratic Club," of David Kerr looked with pity upon
and the picture of her father. It was her. Her discipline was too new, her
the truth; her father was the boss of spirit was still too untamed for her to
So different was her posi- understand fully the kinship of the
Belmont.
tion from that pinnacle on which she human race. Although she recognized
had thought herself to be that the that she was herself without the caste
whole world would have to go through she thought was hers, she had not
a revolutionary orientation. There was come to know that on the last great
nothing in her life which would not day there would be only the judgment
have to be adjusted anew because of of the just and the unjust, not of the
high and the low, of the rich and the
this revelation.
As she turned the pages of the pro- poor, of the wise and the Ignorant, of
servant.
gram, pages filled with liquor and sa- the master and the
"Poor girl," murmured Gloria, "you
loon advertisements, her thoughts
were all of herself. Resentment and shall see that I do understand."

home-comin-

.

to buy Kerr's paper and ask the
editor to meetthem at Gilbert's ofilce.
CHAPTER XII Wright In his desire to
keep from Gloria knowledge of her father's position, avoids her during the fight
Gloria Is piqued.
decide

"That's what he gits fer pertectin'
us. He keeps the bulls from Juggln'
us."
"And If you don't pay?"
"He gives 'em the tip an' we're
hauled In, and sent up for thirty days."
This didn't accord with Gloria's idea
of law and justice. Here was a man
who, without authority and as his
whim dictated, arrested people because they would not do something
unlawful. And the police, instead of
being Instruments of the law, were under the direction of this boss.
"Can't the law touch him?" she

a" tragedy" of Ee heart more
profound than any she with all her
shallowness could live In a century of
heartaches.

enacted"

as

There was also much which she

could learn from this bit of flotsam
cast up by an unkind sea upon a cheer-

less shore. Seeing that Little Ella
was not sleeping soundly, her desire
to know more got the better of her
duty as a nurse. She shook her gently,
and soon was rewarded by seeing her
eyes open.
"What you want?", asked the patient.
"Time to take your medicine," Gloria answered unblushingly. This was
only a subterfuge, and it hurt her to
receive the profuse thanks which it
evoked.
"How are we going to begin to make
things right down here?" Gloria asked
when Little Ella had sunk back upon
her pillow.
"Begin?" The girl did not under-

stand.

!

Things can't go
on as they are."
'
"Why, begin 'with the boss, of
course."
Gloria could not have been stabbed
ry a more cruel reply.
"Ah, yes," she sighed, "but how?"
"That's up to you and yer pa."
' Little Ella
recognized that the boss
vas out of her sphere of influence.
"Yes, you and I.

"Yes, yes, I know. Tell me does
David Kerr," she spoke the name with
an effort, "ever come down here?"
"Him? Naw. We never see nothin1
o' him." His daughter gave a sigh of

"We don't know nothin' 'bout
him much. We don't see him, but we
feel him. He lives alone, out in the

relief.

country."
"Then can he really know?"
"He's a man, ain't he?" demanded
the woman of the streets fiercely. "He
knows, but what does he care? I wisht
he had a daughter."
"What's that?" Gloria asked. The
manner in which Little Ella had
spoken made her catch her breatl
with a feeling that was akin to dread
"I wisht he had a daughter, an' that
she'd have to suffer what we down
here suffer."
Gloria held up her hand, bidding hei
ceade from even thinking such a thing,
"No, no, no, not that."
"Why not?" the other went on doggedly., "Could she be any better'n J
was oncet? I tell you, I'd like to have
a daughter of his here, and watch hei
struggle to keep the breath in hei
body."

"Have you no mercy?" begged Gloria.
"What mercy hev I had Bhown m
by Noonan 'cept fer his own profit'.
What mercy from David Kerr!
Wouldn't he laugh to see a daughter o
his in this
Gloria convul
sively covered her eyes with her hands
as if to shut out1 even the thought o!
such a sight. Little Ella went oi
harshly, "What a joke it would be!
But I'd laugh. I'd watch her, the little
darling, to see that she paid the prie
as I've done."
Gloria could stand it no longer.
"Stop, you senseless girl. You maki
a mockery of pity and compassion. It'i
absurd to vent your rage upon some
thing that doesn't exist. David Ken
has no daughter."
Little Ella accepted this answer
without question, unmindful that a
short while before her visitor had denied all knowledge of the man.
"I wisht he had," she said regrethell-hole?- "

fully.
A door slammed suddenly overhead.
"Aren't you afraid here alone?" Glo-

'
ria asked.
"Naw. I ain't scared in the daytime,
an' at night I'm out most o' the time."
The sound of a scuffle on the floor
above brought both women to attention. There came a sudden, smothered
cry for help which made Gloria's blood
run cold. Then there was a heavy
thud as if some one had been felled by
a blow.
"What's it all about?" she cried,
springing to her feet In terror.
"Nothin'. Stay where you are.
We're safe as long as we don' open
that door."
The sounds of the . affray grew
louder. Again came the cry for help.
"What's going on? I must know.
Some one's in trouble. Didn't you hear
some one call?"
"They're maybe just foolin'." Ella
was listening Intently. "Don't you
butt in."
"But I can't stand here doing' nothing. I must see what's the matter."
One could never accuse Gloria of
lack of courage. She had never seen
the hotse she was afraid of, and a sail

boat in a heavy sea made her laugh
the irore the louder the wind whistled
through thej rigging. Her feeling oi
personal power, inherited from her lather, had been strongly developed. She
had by this time overcome her first
fear, and now she intended to know
what the trouble was all about. Some
one was In distress and to do what she
could was her one thought as she
started toward the door.
"Better not open that door," Little
Ella pleaded.
Even as she spoke, they heard a
door slam at the head of the stairs
above. Some one lurched heavily to
the stairway, and then to their horrorthey knew it by the sound just
as well as If the scene had been enacted before their eyes the man
tripped and plunged down the narrow
stairs.
"I must know what's going on," Gloria cried.
She rushed across the room and
wrenched open the door. At the foot
of the stairway just before her was
the body of a man, limp and motionless.
,
"It's a man. He's hurt," she called
back to the sick woman as she knelt
to examine him.
He had fallen so that she could not
get a good look at him In the dark
hallway, and Bhe rolled him toward
the door to get him on his back and
see his face. As she gazed upon his
countenance the fingers of death itself
seemed to seize her by the throat. Her
heart gave one great leap and then
stood still. On the floor before her
lay the body of the man she loved.
"Joe!" she screamed. "What are you
doing here? Joe, Joe, speak to me!"
But there was no answer. His eyes
were closed, and the pallor of death
seemed to be upon his face.
With strength beyond what she had
ever known herself to possess, Gloria
seized the motionless form and dragged
and rolled the man into Little Ella's
room. Before she turned to him again
she closed and bolted the door. Then
she bent over him and begged him to
speak to her, to open his eyes and
know that she was with him.
"Joe, don't you know me?" she
Then to Little Ella, "He's
pleaded.
See, he doesn't
dead, he's dead.

pointed to the door lose by file o: s
which led into the hull.
"That's only a closet under t!;
stairway," was Little Ella's whisper .1)
explanation. "They'd find him there)
in a minute."
j
"You wouldn't let them kill himj
would you?"

J

"I can't help you. I'm so weak l
can hardly turn over In bed."
"Open this door, I say," came froc
the man without as he pounded, oc
the door ominously, "or I'll crack youi
over the head."
Gloria understood that there waa
no time to temporize. She must do
Close
something and that quickly.
by where Bhe stood next the bed, and
on the side away from the door, waa
Behind it oa
Little Ella's trunk.
hooks hung a number of garments
and on a chair were more clothes. It
was the only chance and Gloria took ltJ
How she ever maneged to get him
a dead weight across the Intervening
space and safely stowed behind the
trunk Bhe never knew. She dragged;
she hauled, she pulled, she rolled, and
the forlorn hope that she would save
him yet gave her strength. As she
snatched skirts from the hooks and
all the clothing from the chair to pile
upon him, the pounding upon the doo
became more and more vindictive
The girl was out of breath, but as she
bent over the prostrate form of the
man she loved, she managed to gasp a
"Joe, liBten to me. If you can hea
me, dear, listen. Don't stir, don't you,
hear me, Joe?" But he was deaf to
all entreaties. Seeing this was bo,
she turned to Little Ella: "Get him
to go away. Offer him anything, pron
Ise him anything. I'll do it; only keep
that man on the other side of that
door."

"There's at least two of 'em."
"That doesn't matter a thousand
it's all the same. Get them to got
away."
This was easier said than done, but!
Little Ella was willing to make thoj
effort.
"You git away from that door,
leave me alone."
"Open this door, you

anl

threatened the besieger, "or I'll
And then Interrupted another voice
with a suggestion that made Gloria
crnw faint
move."
"Aw! Let's bust It In. He's in there
"Yes, he does," answered the other
i
woman. She had been sitting up in all right."
"Let 'er go," answered the first
bed, an excited spectator of all that
had transpired. "He's breathin'. Tear one.
Then came the heavy thuds as that
open his shirt and feel his heart
men
threw themselves against the
beat."
Wright was a pitiable object as he door. The knocking at the gate ltt
lay on the floor like one dead. His "Macbeth" had no more portentious
coat and waistcoat were gone, and his Bound In the play than had this at
collar and cravat had been torn away. tack upon her stronghold to GloriaJ
On his white shirt were bloody stains. She felt all the nervousness of troops
Gloria felt his heart and was rewarded under fire that must remain inactive
There was nothing
by its feeble beat. She next dashed awaiting orders.
water from the pitcher over his face, Bhe could do but wait until the door
but' without avail. He showed no signs was battered down.
This was not long in happening. As
of returning consciousness. From a
wound just above his temple on the she stood in front of the trunk nerright side of his head the blood began vously twisting her handkerchief Ii:
to trickle down over his face, making her hands, at one last mighty effort
Its' pallor all the more ghastly. She the bolt yielded, the door flew open,
had no means of knowing how serious and two men stumbled into the room.
this was, and naturally cams to the Little Ella recognized them both inconclusion that it was a death-wounstantly. They were Buck Kelly and
There was only one thing to do: get Turkey Ryan, notorious denizens of
a physician.
the underworld. If ever there wer-.As she started to her feet she heard two vicious-lookincutthroats, t!:?se
two men running down the stairs and men answered their descriptions. To
making a search from room to room make their ruffianly appearance, worso
on her floor. These must be the men
they bore the marks of their recent
who had attacked him. She could not encounter.
Kelly's left eye hadt
let him fall into their hands, and there- swelled almost closed, and Ryan had!
fore she could not leave him to go for a long cut across his cheek where)
aid. The impotence of her position Wright's ring had left Its mark with al
made her feel like screaming to relieve slashing blow. He had done even mora
;
the nervous strain.
damage than this, but these showed!
"What do you know about this? the plainest. Needless to say, thelir)
How did he come here? What has tempers had not been sweetened bvj
happened to him?"
the episode.
"I dunno," answered the woman.
"Now, damn you " Ryan began
"There's somethin' doin' all the time
savagely.
in this dump."
"Stop!" Gloria commanded. "What
A sudden knock at the bolted door
are
you doing here?"
chilled Gloria with terror.
Until she spoke they had not seen
"What's that?" she whispered.
her, and both men were taken much
"Somebody's at the door," replied aback. To find a
lady there was
Little Ella, in the same low tone. This
had not expected.
they
something
fact was obvious.
"What the " Ryan gasped, but
"They can't come in," Gloria contin- checked himself and then continued
ued.
in a slightly more respectful tone. "1
Again came the knocking, louder begs yer pardon, miss, but what ara
and more insistent.
you doin' here?",
"I can't let anything happen to him,"
"That's none of your business. You
murmured the unhappy girl in agony, clear out, both of
you."
she
before
how
the
day
remembering
This encouraged Little Ella to take
had demanded that he be punished. her part in the
discussion, which, she
"Joe, Joe, what does it all mean?"
did with her most strident tones.
But Wright made no answer. He lay
"What do
mean, buttln Into
like a log as the girl he had loved bent here? Beat youse
two. I'm a Iadyj
you
it,
over him, wiped the blood from his an' when I have a
frien' avisitin!
lady
face, and brushed back his disheveled me
they ain't no place for bumB. Oa
hair.
With the next knock came the voice yer way."
It was not this tirade which had ther
of a man demanding entrance.
most effect upon them. Both quailed)
"Ella, Ella, open this door."
before Gloria, who stood eyeing then
Gloria rushed over to the bed.
"Tell him you can't get out of bed," sternly. Then they looked at eacU
she Implored in a whisper. "Tell him other, and without a word of apologa
shambled out into the hall.
there's nobody here."
"I can't git out o' bed. There's nobody here," Little Ella called.
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
This answer did not pacify the man.
"That's a lie," he shouted. "There's
OBEY THAT IMPULSE
somebody in there or the door wouldn't
Instead of the daily torment of
be locked. Open this door, do you weak back, backache,
sore kidneys.
hear me, or I'll bust it down."
swollen Joints and rheumatism, obeyf
The tone of his voice made Gloria that imulse to take Foley
Kidney Tills.
feel that he would make good his They
with nature, which!
center
In
of
the
the
There
threat
accounts for their success in all kidroom In full view lay the man whom ney and bladder disorders.1 They ara
they were seeking. Once they burst healing,
and tonic.
strengthening
the single barrier they would be upon Obey that impulse today and givo
him, to do what further harm she them a chance to help your. o. O.
knew not. It might be that he was Schaefer and Red Cross Drag Store.
now already beyond all human aid. He -- Adv.
still breathed, however, and Gloria
was willing to fight if there, was even
The Difference Between "The Summet!
only one chance in his favor. Hem-it would not do for them to find him ' Girl" and "The Summer Woman'
While the former is (having a "pooi
the minute they broke down the door.
She must hide him somewhere to give time" the latter is tod often dragEir,
her time to parley with his assailants. around nervous, run down, t!red our,
She looked vainly about for some with aching back and weary lUr?
sleepless and wretched. Ofici n if
place to put him.
an-:"For God's sake, help me hide him," kidney trouble not femalo trou:,!
she beseeched. "I can't ive him up. Foipy Kidney Pills are a mratt
.YfeOCedc-ethat door lend to?" She ehaefer help for tha ccndircui. 0. (K
and Red Croa Vrar, stort,
Adr.
.,
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Take Baby Shopping With You

Need a Good
flange ?

No trouble whatever to take baby shopping or calling-- on
trains, cars
or elevator no matter where you go or how you go. The greatest convenience to mothers with absolute comfort lor the r.vby is an

It Is a combined
Carrier,
Bassinet, and can he chanced
from one to the other instantly. Where Impossible to wheel simply pull a
seitlea gently to the ground. Wheels disappear Into
etrinsr and the
the protecting side packets and you have a chair or carrier without lifting
e permits one arm tq
baby out. Can be hung on the arm and carried with
be tree. Let us show you its many conveniences.

ASY-

LUM SHOWS IT IS WELL
PROTECTED

Epimenio Salas of Hilarlo this morning applied at the court house for $2
Sunday morning, at the request of
as bounty on a coyote killed near the president of the trustees
of the
his home.
state insane hospital, the East Las
'Vegas fire department, with Chief
The Ladies' Aid society of the First Fred Phillips and Assistant Chief R,
Baptist church will meet tomorrow W. Smith, made a trip to the insti
afternoon at the residence of Dr. Howe, tution for the purpose of
examining
1029 Third street.
the fire protection apparatus and
form of service
maintained there.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged The trip was made aiso that the fire
in wood. Direct from the distillery men might become
acquainted with
We
can recommend the
to yon. At the L"bby, of course.
the building, that in case of fire they
Wetter line of Ranges at pop-- $
Adv. would know the exact location of all
ular prices.
the apparatus.
size (like cut)
$27.90 jj
The weekly band concert given by
ine building was found to be in
size (like cutT- the Greater Las Vegas band will oc the most perfect condition concern
$2.9u pj
cur tonight in the Hilsite park.
$5 down and $1 a week will
An ing the provision for protection from
excellent program has been prepared fire that Is maintained in the state,
do, or
I
and a large audience is expected.
h
The hose that is kept ready for serv
10 per cent off for Cash.
ice was found to be in excellent con
ONLY AT
There will be a special meeting of dition and not one piece showed any
the board of directors of the Commer signs of needing repair. In the ad
cial club tonight, fr the purpose of ministration building it was found
discussing the report of the Hot that the fire protection was excellent.
Springs committee. All members of There are in this part of the institu
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
the board are requested to be present. tion over 400 feet of hose, the larger
part being of the standard size while
Two marriage licenses were issued in the third and fourth floors a size
There is also ' maintained by the
yesterday afternoon at the court of Bomewhat smaller variety is used.
house. The couples made happy were This hose is wound in reels and is asylum two hose carts with 250 feet
Maria Rita Montoya, aged 20, and Jose connected with a strong force of water of standard hose to each cart. It was
found that these carts would prove
Remedlos Marquez, aged 20, both of thus assuring the best of service.
The men's dormitory 1.t provided to be an excellent source of fighting
Bernal; and Florentina Ortiz, aged' 17,
and Jose Angel," aged 24, both of La with 100 feet regulation hose in addi material In case of fire and that all
tion to 50 feet in the corridor, con- the hose was in excellent condition.
Cuesta.
The power house, which Is located
necting the dormitory with the men's
several
hundred yards from the asyroom.
The
room
also
dining
Thirty prisoners, four from San dining
hose. The lum, has a fire plug and hose cart
Miguel county, have applied to the Is well equipped with
board of penitentiary cpmmissloners women's ward is equippea with 100 ready for service with d00 feet of
at Santa Fe for' parole. The applica feet of standard hose with 50 feet standard hose. Should a large fire
tions will be considered at the meet in the corridor connecting this part break out at the asylum, with all this
ing of the board on August 12. Those of the building with the huge Kirk service in the buildings and the outwho have applied from San Miguel & Bender circular fire escape, which side apparatus in
addition to the
county are as follows1: Guadalupe Ta-- reaches the three floors of the wom service from the two Las Vegas de
partments, there Is little doubt hut
foya, P. Gallegos, Jose Baca and en's wards.
Tomas Valdez.
There Is ample hose In the build- that it could be easily extinguished.,
The trip was taken Sunday by the"
ing to permit the use of 15 streams
needwater
should
case
be
rumor
was
In
department
of
circulated
about
the
Shey
especially to acquaint the
A,
city this morning to the effect that ed. There are located r.bout the firemen with the buildings and thus
a number of changes in the location buildings five regulation fire plugs assure that the men could put up an
of the dispatchers of the New Mexico from which could he strung ten lines excellent fight should they be called
division of the Santa Fe railway are of hose. The escape problem has also to the asylum. The chief of the de- No Information been well handled. In the men's partment, Fred Phillips, expressed
soon to be made.
concerning the change could be ob- dormitory ladders have been provided himself as pleased with the present
'
tained, but it is expected that the of while ladders and the circular fire fire protection at the asylum and
ficials will make an announcement escape in the women's' department stated that with the exception of anmake the whole hulldlng easy of exit other circular escape the building
within the next few days.
was in perfect shape.
in case of fire.
The ayslum
Juan Ortega, whose second hand The fire department thoroughly ex- is without doubt the best protected
store on Bridge street was destroyed amined all the hose and 'escapes and state institution in the state, accordin the fire which burned out the John found only one suggestion to make, ing to experts who have visited the
Papen establishment early this month, this heing that another circular es- larger part of the scnools and other
in business. cape be placed on the west end ot institutions that are maintained by
is preparing to
He has procured a room on South the men's dormitory, thus assuring New Mexico. The local department
Railroad avenue. Workmen are busi perfect protection for the men as has made preparations to visit every
ly engaged in rebuilding the structure ladders cannot always be depended large building in the city to become
acquainted with existing conditions
on Bridge street formerly occupied upon should a fire be large.
The building also is equipped witlr so that in case of fire it will be able
by John A. Papen. Thta building was
a number of automatic fire doors to. put up a successful fight. All the
only partially destroyed.
which close when the occasion pre- schools will be visited.
This move on the part of the deThe cleaning of the weeds from the sents itself. All the passages have
streets by the city gang has greatly not as yet been provided with these partment doubtless will be greatly
but in a short time the whole appreciated by the citizens. The
improved the appearance of the city. doors,
will be protected in this worth of a volunteer department in
institution
ofThis work on the part of the city
These doors close automatic the medium sized city is not appreficials should be appreciated and in way.
the fire ciated while there are no fires, but
return the citizens owning property ally by the heat caused from
once closed cannot be open- this is all the more reason that it
when
and
should take the hint and remove the
should receive the hearty
ed by force.
weeds from their property. The Optic
of the citizens, as it is needed
has been a strong booster for the re
when a big, destructive fire
badly
action
moving of weeds but little
takes
place.
seems to take place. In Raton the
citizens have started the
movement, and .It is seldom that a lot
"HARVEY'S"
h
Is seen covered with weeds. Is Laa
Famous mountain ranch! 31 at sea
son. Old management; old rates. CarVegas as progressive as that city?
riage out every Saturday. Leave or
ders at Murpbev's or Plaza hotel.
"It has been noticed by a number of
citizens that all automobile lamps are
not lighted at the time set by the city
RELIGIOUS
MEETINGS CONTINUE
ordinance," said a Las Vegan today. a
The attendance and interest are In
in
THAT creasing in the meetings at the ChrisThe correct time may be foind
these columns and it may be well for
tian Tabernacle. Rev. F. F. Grim
a immber of the automobile owners
an intensely practical serpreached
to take notice, as they will be subject
mon last night and. urged the listento proHecution If found with unlimited
ers to be saved from a life of sin,
lamps sfter the hour set. Movj care
to a life of character and service. He
should also be taken at the street
said:
We a.re headcrossings, as when an automobile ap
"Sin Is a disease of the soul fatal
proaches a crossing that Is frequented
for
and deadly in Its effects taking hold
by a large number of pedestrians
of rich and poor alike."
there is danger to a certain degree
He "pointed men a.d women to
and if more precaution is not tak.'i a
Christ as he said, "Jesus came as the
in
serious accident may happen. Making
realized ideal of humanity."
every crossing square and on the
The evangelist will speak tonight on
right side of the street at a slow pace
"A Great Question and How it was
shows that a city is progressive along
Answered."
STRAWBERRIES ANO
these lines and this should apply to
There will be Bpecial music. The
Las Vegas, according to the officers.
public Is cordially Invited. John L.
CHERRIES EVERY DAY
Imhoff, minister.
.)
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Sole Agents

:EAKFAST
wi 11

always be a success if you serve Chase
S SoJnborn's

SEAL BRAND COFFEE
Any food tastes good witn it

THE GBAAF & HAYrARD CO, STOHE
-

Sole Agents for Las Vegas, N. M.

Tfes Hame of Ibe Best of
Everylhloo Eatable

Eimm mm mm vegas optic

weed-killin-

g

UN

THE BEST
'CAN BE MADE

fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits Season
quarters

Thornhill, Secretary.

Subscribe for The Optic.
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Go-Bask-

J.X. JOHNSEN

& S

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Darls, Vice President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF

Capital,

VEGAS.

L.AS

N...M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits-- 535,000

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy
Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Bankbg.

ad

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

$1,050

FULLY EQU1PPF0

'

'

AT YODR OOil

'

7
OVERLAND MOD?

Telephone or call and we will have our
show you

I

Las Veqas Automobile
-

Phone Main ,44,

demon-itrato-

machine

'A'halen,

&

r

Co

Fowler Props

AUTO DELS VERY JMOfS
nil
Insures Prompt Deliveries at Minimum

BUY

Expanse

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, teliable in operation cheaper than horse power

TARY

I BAKERY GOODS I

C

are the exclusive Las Vegas

We

agents for the Oriole

I

lunmimii

NOTICE
To all Moose and visiting brothers.
You are cordially invited to attend a
special session of Las Vegas lodge,
No. 954, Loyal Order of Moose, on
Thursday evening at 8 o'clock, W. O.
W. hall on Sixth street, for the purpose of Initiating a class of candidates. F. O. Davis, DictaTSt; John

I thought it would not be useful until
When I first saw the Oriole
baby was older, but I have changed my opinion. I would not exchange for
ten of the old kind baby carriages. It is so convenient for taking baby on the
street car and train, or for wheeling, or for making a bed for baby in the house.
MRS. J. H. CARSON, Chatham, Ont.
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Gross, Kelly '& Co.

Read this Testimony
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i and 21

WANTED
Furnished apartment or
small house, by young couple; no
health seekers. Address X, care of
The Optic.
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Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELD GGfPMf$Y,

Agents

17s
house complete, including a very handsome"
maple bed room suit, china cabinet, wardrobe, hat rack and
seat, rugs, chairs, etc.

Furniture of a
birds-ey- e

Owner leaving city, wishes to sell all together If possible.
CALL OR PHONE

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

BO

PRONE MAIN

fi

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,
Main 40.

Prest

and Mgr.
603

Lincoln Avenue.

